
 
全解説 頻出英文法・語法問題 1000 

 
Ｐ６～１３４ 

[Ａ] 次の各文の（  ）に入る適語を選びなさい。  

(1)  Water (  ) at a temperature of 100 degrees centigrade. 

①was boiling ②boils ③use to boil ④is boiling (1) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(2)  On my way to school each day, I generally (  ) a lot of dogs and cats. 

①was seeing ②see ③am seeing ④was seen (2) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(3)  She usually sings very well, but today she (  ) very badly. 

①is singing ②sings ③will sing ④sing (3) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(4)  A: Which club (  )? 

B: I'm a member of the Glee Club. 

①do you take part ②are you joining to ③do you belong to ④are you belonging  
 (4) ＿＿＿＿ 

(5)  The children (  ) very lazy this morning. They don't usually behave like that. 

①get ②are being ③become ④don't be (5) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(6)  I (  ) to Hokkaido in the summer. 

①visit ②am thinking ③think to go ④am going (6) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(7)  “Have you seen Yuko recently?” 

“No, but (  ) dinner with her on Sunday.” 

①I've had ②I've been having ③I'd have ④I'm having (7) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(8)  She is always (  ) the ball. 

①missing ②to miss ③being missed ④missed (8) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(9)  Mahatma Gandhi, the apostle of nonviolence, (  ) in 1869. 

①has been born ②was born ③have been born ④is born (9) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(10)  Tetsuya didn't hear the doorbell when his visitors arrived, because he (  ) a shower. 

①was taking ②has taken ③took ④has been taking (10) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(11)  She's alive! She (  ) but her father saved her. 

①was drowning ②drowns ③drowned ④has drowned (11) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(12)  She'll write to me as soon as she (  ) back to her own country. 

①got ②will get ③will have got ④gets (12) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(13)  Please lock the door when you (  ). 

①will be leaving ②will have left ③leave ④will leave (13) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(14)  I wonder when Jane (  ) back here. 

①will come ②come ③comes ④coming (14) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(15)  He told me he would be here about seven. Anyway, I'll tell you when he (  ). 

①comes ②came ③would come ④will come (15) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(16)  The man decided to wait at the station until his wife (  ). 

①come ②came ③will come ④has come (16) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(17)  I never expected that she (  ) us. 

①will join ②has joined ③joins ④would join (17) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(18)  John and Mary (  ) each other since 1976. 

①were knowing ②have been knowing ③have known ④were known (18) ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(19)  Peter (  ) to find a new apartment for some time. 

①has been trying ②was tried ③is trying ④goes to try (19) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(20)  Simon (  ) 12 films, and I think his latest is the best. 

④was making ②had made ③made ④has made (20) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(21)  Now, you ask me if I've flown a major airline before. Like you, I (  ) been on any of the big 

ones until now. 

①had never ②had ③have never ④have (21) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(22)  She has worn the same hat (  ). 

①for a month ②two years ago ③when I met her ④just now (22) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(23)  I'm sure I (  ) her two years ago. 

①saw ②had seen ③will have seen ④have seen (23) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(24)  He (  ) home just now. Didn't you know that? 

①has been coming ②had come ③has come ④came (24) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(25)  By the age of 25, she (  ) in five different countries. 

①had lived ②lived ③has lived ④lives (25) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(26)  I (  ) reading for an hour when he came in. 

①had been ②was ③will be ④have been (26) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(27)  How long (  ) when they finally called your number? 

①have you waited ②had you been waiting 

③were you waiting ④have you been waiting (27) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(28)  I was tired after the test last Friday, because I (  ) all day long every day for a week. 

①have been working ②was working ③had been working ④have worked  
 (28) ＿＿＿＿ 

(29)  The meeting (  ) up by the time you get there. 

①is broken ②will have broken ③will be broken ④breaks (29) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(30)  How long (  ) here by the end of next year? 

①will you have been working ②you will have worked 

③are you working ④will you work (30) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(31)  Please return the book when you (  ) reading it. 

①will have finished ②have finished ③finished ④will finish (31) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(32)  When I was a child, I (  ) the piano. 

①had been playing ②had played ③played ④was playing (32) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(33)  I (  ) in China for three years when I was a child, but I can't speak Chinese at all. 

①have once stayed ②have been ③had lived ④lived (33) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(34)  It (  ) she last went back to her own country. 

①is less than ten years as ②is more than ten years before 

③is over ten years since ④has been over ten years after (34) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(35)  (  ) since he went over to America to study English. 

①Two years passed ②Two years have passed 

③Two years are passed ④It was two years (35) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(36)  My mother (  ) for three years. 

①has been dead ②died ③is dead ④has died (36) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(37)  People made use of paper long before printing (  ). 

①invented ②was inventing ③invents ④was invented (37) ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(38)  Let's go ahead and do it. Nothing (  ) by just waiting. 

①will gain ②gains ③has gained ④will be gained (38) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(39)  Several people (  ) of breaking the law. 

①were accusing ②was accused ③have accused ④have been accused (39) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(40)  Some people claim that words are invented only because a need (  ) for them. 

①felt ②feels ③has been felt ④had felt (40) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(41)  The secretary opened the mail, which (  ) that morning. 

①had delivered ②had been delivered ③delivered ④is delivered (41) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(42)  I won't enter the room until it (  ) cleaned. 

①has been properly ②is clearly ③has properly ④will be clearly (42) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(43)  A railway bridge is already (  ) over the river. 

①builds ②being built ③building ④having built (43) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(44)  There's somebody walking behind us. I think (  ). 

①we are followed ②we are being following 

③we are being followed ④we are following (44) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(45)  Yesterday I was (  ) in Japanese by a foreigner. 

①being spoken ②speaking to ③spoken to ④spoken (45) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(46)  They were heard (  ) no more. 

①out ②about ③with ④of (46) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(47)  I was caught (  ) a shower on my way back home from school. 

①with ②for ③in ④by (47) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(48)  Her name is known (  ) everybody in this community. 

①when ②to ③for ④with (48) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(49)  He (  ) be a good walker to have walked such a long distance. 

①must ②won't ③can't ④need (49) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(50)  The opera starts at seven. We (  ) be late. 

①mustn't ②haven't got to ③needn't ④don't have to (50) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(51)  I (  ) this letter find you well and happy ! 

①I think ②May ③Will ④I am afraid (51) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(52)  Tomoko (  ) be over thirty; she must still be in her twenties. 

①may ②can't ③must ④oughtn't (52) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(53)  I'm awfully sorry, but I had no alternative. I simply (  ) what I did. 

①must do ②ought to have done ③had to do ④have had to do (53) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(54)  It was only an informal party ― you (  ). 

①don't have to dress up ②mustn't dress up 

③will have to dress up ④didn't have to dress up (54) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(55)  You (  ) tell her if you don't want to. 

①have not to ②need not to ③don't have ④need not (55) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(56)  You had better (  ) your hair cut. 

①to get ②had ③to have ④have (56) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(57)  We (  ) attend the meeting. 

①had better not ②had no better ③had not better to ④not had better (57) ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(58)  I would (  ) shopping than study this afternoon. 

①rather go ②like to go ③more go ④better go (58) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(59)  I tried to take the dog out for a walk, but he (  ) go out. 

①might not ②were to ③would not ④had to (59) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(60)  We (  ) often play tennis in the park when we were young. 

①should ②may ③would ④can (60) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(61)  Sue's not the cheerful woman she (  ). 

①used to be ②will be ③would be ④is (61) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(62)  Mary doesn't dance much now, but I know she (  ) a lot. 

①used to ②would have ③was used to ④would (62) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(63)  (  ) you speak about my husband in that disgusting way? 

①How about ②What for ③How would you say ④How dare (63) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(64)  The newspaper (  ) be delivered by 7 o'clock in the morning. Otherwise I can't read it before 

leaving for the office. 

①might ②should ③would ④could (64) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(65)  This is a very important meeting. You (  ) miss it. 

①ought not to ②had not better ③should have ④must have (65) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(66)  It is necessary that every new member (  ) inform himself of the rules of the club as soon as 

possible. 

①might ②would ③could ④should (66) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(67)  My father insisted I (  ) go to see the place. 

①should ②might ③may ④ought (67) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(68)  His proposal that the president (  ) the policy is out of the question. 

①is changing ②will change ③changed ④change (68) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(69)  We (  ) be too careful when choosing our friends. 

①cannot ②ought not ③may not ④will not (69) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(70)  The audience could not but (  ) the performance of the pianist. 

①admired ②admire ③to admire ④admiring (70) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(71)  I could not help (  ) he had not made great efforts to solve his economic problems. 

①in thinking ②but think ③to think ④think (71) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(72)  He may (  ) be proud of his father. 

①better ②well ③by far ④as (72) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(73)  You (  ) come with us, since you say you have nothing better to do tonight. 

①would ②would have ③shouldn't ④might as well (73) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(74)  One may (  ) not know a thing at all as know it imperfectly. 

①had better ②any more ③as well ④so much (74) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(75)  The English of this composition is too good. She can't (  ) it herself. 

①had written ②have to write ③be written ④have written (75) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(76)  Richard studied so hard (  ) well on the test. 

①that he should not have done ②that he had not done 

③that he had to be done ④that he must have done (76) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(77)  She isn't here yet. I am afraid she (  ) her way. 

①may have been lost ②may be having lost ③may have lost ④may be lost  
 (77) ＿＿＿＿ 



(78)  You (  ) such a large house. Your wife would have been quite happy in a smaller house. 

①needn't have bought ②needed to buy ③need not buy ④will need to buy  
 (78) ＿＿＿＿ 

(79)  I (  ) you last night, but I was too busy. 

①must have telephoned ②should telephone 

③had to telephone ④should have telephoned (79) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(80)  The picture was wonderful. You (  ) to have seen it. 

①should ②had ③ought ④have (80) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(81)  My sister (  ) here by now; she took the early train. 

①ought to have arrived ②must arrive ③can arrive ④may arrive (81) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(82)  The boys should not (  ) the ice cream, but they did. 

①have eaten ②be eaten ③ate ④be eating (82) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(83)  You had better (  ) there. 

①not to go ②not going ③have not gone ④not have gone (83) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(84)  It's a pity we didn't visit Tom when we had the chance. I (  ) him before he left the country. 

①would like to have seen ②would like to see 

③would like having seen ④should like to see (84) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(85)  I went to Mexico last week, and I (  ) her then. 

①had met ②cannot meet ③was able to meet ④could meet (85) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(86)  Dorothy isn't in the office; she (  ) coffee in the cafeteria. 

①might be having ②might have ③can be having ④can have (86) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(87)  Alice (  ) there yesterday, but we didn't see her. 

①should be ②might have been ③might be ④must have to be (87) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(88)  If I (  ) the truth, I would tell you. 

①have known ②knew ③will know ④know (88) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(89)  If you were really interested in what I'm saying, you (  ) staring out of the window. 

①would have been ②will be ③wouldn't be ④will have been (89) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(90)  If I (  ) about his illness, I would have visited him at the hospital. 

①have known ②know ③might have known ④had known (90) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(91)  If I had had to do it, I (  ) it then. 

①would do ②would have done ③will do ④will have done (91) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(92)  Jim (  ). Even if he hadn't trained, he still would have won. 

①lost badly ②should win ③won the race easily ④didn't win the race  
 (92) ＿＿＿＿ 

(93)  If I (  ) breakfast this morning, I would not be hungry now. 

①had eaten ②would have eaten ③eat ④ate (93) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(94)  If he had taken my advice, he (  ) happier now. 

①will be ②is ③will have been ④would be (94) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(95)  If I (  ) you, I would not have said such a nonsense. 

①have been ②will be ③am ④were (95) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(96)  If I were (  ) go abroad, I would go to France. 

①about ②for ③to ④on (96) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(97)  (  ) his idleness, he would be a nice fellow. 

①If it were not for ②If he were not ③If it were not ④It were not for  
 (97) ＿＿＿＿ 



(98)  (  ) for your help, I could not have done it. 

①Unless there should be ②If it had not been 

③If there had not been ④It were not (98) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(99)  (  ) a serious crisis to arise, the government would have to act swiftly. 

①If ②Did ③Should ④Were (99) ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(100)  (  ) another chance, he would do his best. 

①Given he should be ②Be given he should ③Should he be given ④He should be given  
 (100)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(101)  (  ) for her kind care, he would not have recovered so speedily. 

①Had it not been ②If it has not been 

③If he should not have ④Were there not (101)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(102)  Although he knows nothing about electronics, he speaks (  ) an expert. 

①as if he were ②as though being ③even if he were ④like his being  
 (102)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(103)  You looked (  ) a ghost when you came out of the house. What happened? 

①like seeing ②like to have seen ③as if you had seen ④as though to have seen  
 (103)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(104)  He spoke (  ) he knew all about our plans when in fact he knew nothing about them. 

①that ②although ③even though ④as though (104)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(105)  A: I didn't know that she was so worried about money. 

B: I wish you (  ) her some a couple of weeks earlier. 

①send ②sent ③had sent ④will send (105)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(106)  The boys wish that they (  ) better. 

①had played ②can play ③are playing ④will play (106)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(107)  The play was a lot of fun. I wish you (  ) there. 

①could have been ②have been ③would be ④could be (107)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(108)  If (  ) I could speak English as fluently as you ! 

①so be ②no ③merely ④only (108)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(109)  No doubt Mary is wrong, but I would rather (  ) too much, since nobody is perfect. 

①you didn't pick on her ②you not to pick on her 

③you don't pick on her ④you not picking on her (109)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(110)  It's already eleven. It's high time you (  ) in bed. 

①will be ②were ③have been ④are (110)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(111)  (  ) for the support of the public, the President could not have survived the revolt. 

①If there were not ②Without ③But ④Unless (111)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(112)  (  ) a little more effort, he would have succeeded. 

①With ②For ③But for ④Owing to (112)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(113)  (  ) your financial help, we wouldn't be able to carry out our plan. 

①Instead of ②Except ③Without ④Thanks to (113)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(114)  He did what he had been told; (  ) he would have been scolded. 

①but ②otherwise ③though ④on the contrary (114)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(115)  He didn't realize the consequences of his action, or he (  ) such a stupid thing. 

①would have done ②would do ③wouldn't have done ④wouldn't do (115)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(116)  I (  ) happy to see him, but I didn't have time. 

①would have been ②will have been ③would be ④will be (116)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(117)  One more step, (  ) I would have fallen off the cliff. 

①therefore ②unless ③and ④so (117)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(118)  I'm so hungry that I (  ) a horse. 

①ate ②could eat ③can eat ④have eaten (118)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(119)  You have done very well, but you (  ) better. 

①had ②could have done ③will have done ④could not have (119)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(120)  It was a beautiful, sunny day. The weather couldn't have been (  ) for a picnic. 

①better ②best ③worse ④worst (120)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(121)  Mark: How is your work coming along? 

Susan: It couldn't be better. 

How is Susan's work? It is (  ). 

①not so bad, but it would be nice if it were better than this 

②as good as before 

③absolutely fine 

④absolutely bad (121)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(122)  They have nothing to complain (  ). 

①by ②with ③for ④about (122)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(123)  The question (  ) at today's meeting is whether we should postpone the plan till next month. 

①is discussed ②to be discussing ③discussing ④to be discussed (123)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(124)  I'm sorry (  ) you waiting so long. The train was delayed for an hour. 

①to have kept ②while ③that ④to make (124)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(125)  He grew up (  ) a very reliable man. 

①so as to ②so that ③in order to be ④to be (125)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(126)  This river is dangerous to (  ) in July. 

①swim it ②being swum ③swimming ④swim in (126)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(127)  Some Japanese youngsters do not feel that chopsticks are easy (  ). 

①to pick up food with ②to pick up with it 

③to pick up food with it ④to pick up food (127)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(128)  Students should try (  ) late. 

①to not be ②not to be ③not be ④to don't be (128)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(129)  “Would you like to come to my party?” 

“I'd love (  ), but I'm afraid I can't.” 

①with ②do ③in ④to (129)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(130)  The boy opened the window, although his mother had told him (  ). 

①not to ②don't do ③to not ④not do it (130)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(131)  The question is which (  ). 

①to choose ②choose ③chosen ④choosing (131)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(132)  It is necessary (  ) his advice. 

①of you to follow ②you following ③for you to follow ④your following  
 (132)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(133)  It was careless (  ) you to forget your homework. 

①with ②for ③of ④to (133)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(134)  Mary is too clever for (  ) to be any disagreement concerning her intelligence. 

①there ②her ③it ④me (134)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(135)  All you have to do is (  ) the dishes. 

①for washing ②to be washed ③wash ④washing (135)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(136)  The victim is thought (  ) a large quantity of poison by mistake. 

①to have taken ②to take ③to have been taken ④to be taken (136)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(137)  At this corner there occurred an accident that (  ) for years. 

①was to have been remembered ②has remembered 

③was to be remembered ④remembered (137)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(138)  If you are (  ) your dreams, you must exercise your imagination. 

①realized ②to realize ③being realized ④realize (138)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(139)  A: Did you rent an apartment? 

B: No. We (  ) one, but the plan fell through. 

①are to have rented ②were to have rented ③should rent ④are to rent  
 (139)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(140)  To (  ) matters worse, it began to rain. 

①get ②become ③do ④make (140)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(141)  She is very frugal, not to (  ) stingy. 

①speak ②tell ③remark ④say (141)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(142)  I hate to criticize my friend, but he lacks a sense of cleanliness, (  ). He seldom takes baths. 

①to say the least ②to say nothing ③not to mention ④to make both ends meet  
 (142)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(143)  I went all the way to see my doctor, (  ) find him away. 

①only to ②about to ③as to ④enough to (143)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(144)  I'm (  ) excited to eat anything. 

①much ②enough ③too ④hardly (144)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(145)  The window was (  ) to see through. 

①not too dirty ②dirty enough ③barely dirty enough ④hardly dirty enough  
 (145)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(146)  The wall wasn't (  ) dogs out. 

①so high as keep ②higher than to keep 

③high enough to keep ④so high that can keep (146)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(147)  The wind was not (  ) to prevent us from sky-diving. 

①as strong as ②so strong ③so strong as ④as strong (147)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(148)  His beard made him (  ) ten years older. 

①looking ②look ③to look ④looked (148)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(149)  He was seen (  ) the room. 

①enter into ②enter ③to entering into ④to enter (149)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(150)  There was nothing to do (  ) wait until the next morning. 

①but ②as ③with ④that (150)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(151)  He did nothing (  ) weep when he heard of his mother's death. 

①as ②but ③to ④that (151)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(152)  They are very proud of (  ) students of that college. 

①being not ②not to be ③being ④to be (152)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(153)  Doesn't Betty's mother complain about (  ) every night? 

①that you call her up ②for your calling her up 

③your calling her up ④you call her up (153)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(154)  The mother insisted on her children (  ) in the park after dark. 

①not to have played ②having not to play ③not to play ④not playing  
 (154)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(155)  I do not like (  ) those things by him in such a rude manner. 

①having told ②being told ③to tell ④telling (155)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(156)  Nobody dreamed (  ) such a beautiful lake there. 

①to be ②there being ③of there being ④it to be (156)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(157)  I don't mind leaving at six o'clock: (  ) up early. 

①I was used to get ②I'm used to getting ③I used to getting ④I'm used to get  
 (157)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(158)  As the summer vacation nears, I'm looking forward (  ) my friends. 

①to meeting ②to meet ③to be meeting ④for meeting (158)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(159)  I object (  ) like that. 

①to be treated ②to being treated ③being treated ④to be treating (159)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(160)  She has devoted her life to (  ) blind people. 

①having been helping ②helping ③have helped ④help (160)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(161)  John came near (  ) over by a truck last night. 

①to be run ②to run ③being run ④running (161)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(162)  My husband is an expert when it comes (  ) Chinese food. 

①for cooking ②of cooking ③to cook ④to cooking (162)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(163)  What do you say (  ) a cup of coffee? 

①to having ②to have ③for having ④about having (163)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(164)  I have a slight headache, so I don't (  ) like going out tonight. 

①feel ②look ③mean ④wish (164)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(165)  It is no (  ) arguing about it, because he will never change his mind. 

①help ②use ③while ④time (165)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(166)  You aren't allowed to take photographs, so (  ) a camera. 

①there's no point to take ②there's no point in taking 

③it's no point in taking ④it's no point to take (166)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(167)  This is a hospital. (  ) that pets are not allowed. 

①Need I say more ②Regardless of saying 

③One cannot but saying ④It goes without saying (167)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(168)  (  ) is no telling how long their quarrel will last. 

①One ②There ③This ④He (168)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(169)  Her mother was busy (  ) the dinner. 

①to cook ②for cooking ③cooking ④in cook (169)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(170)  Linda was sixteen but had no trouble (  ) for twenty. 

①passed ②pass ③past ④passing (170)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(171)  Mrs. White loves to watch the face of her (  ) baby. 

①sleep ②asleep ③slept ④sleeping (171)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(172)  From space the seven continents look like little islands (  ) in a giant sea. 

①as floating ②are floating ③floating ④float (172)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(173)  The history books this semester are like the books (  ) last semester. 

①used ②using ③to use ④use (173)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(174)  He was almost asleep when he heard his name (  ). 

①call ②calling ③to be called ④called (174)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(175)  My mother was happy to see her guest (  ) her cakes eagerly. 

①eating ②to eat ③eaten ④eats (175)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(176)  He was seen (  ) out of the house. 

①went ②going ③go ④gone (176)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(177)  Can you make yourself (  ) in English? 

①understanding ②understand ③understood ④to understand (177)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(178)  The boy screamed for help but couldn't (  ). 

①make himself hear ②hear him ③make himself heard ④make him heard  
 (178)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(179)  It is necessary to make the fact (  ) to everyone. 

①known ②to know ③knowing ④know (179)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(180)  Please keep me (  ) of any change in the situation. 

①inform ②informing ③informed ④to inform (180)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(181)  (  ) in a very difficult situation, the doctor never had any rest. 

①Worked ②Work ③To work ④Working (181)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(182)  (  ) on the farm all day long, he was completely tired out. 

①Having worked ②Worked ③Not working ④Being working (182)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(183)  My stand (  ) what it is, I have to oppose this idea. 

①alone ②on ③being ④off (183)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(184)  There (  ) no bus, we had to walk all the way. 

①been ②being been ③was ④being (184)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(185)  The audience applauded the singer loudly. (  ), he tried to express his thanks. 

①Moving ②Deeply moved ③Having been moving ④Having moved (185)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(186)  The hostess, (  ) at the end of the table, was all smiles. 

①be seated ②having seated ③seating ④seated (186)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(187)  I was called into the office first, my name (  ) at the head of the list. 

①putting ②being ③making ④holding (187)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(188)  Living as I (  ) in the country, I seldom have visitors. 

①do ②have ③was ④will (188)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(189)  All things (  ), we cannot say that it is wrong. 

①wanted ②gone ③asking ④considered (189)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(190)  (  ) Mr. Tanaka, have you seen him lately? 

①Talking of ②Talking ③To talk about ④To talk (190)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(191)  I will come, (  ). 

①weather permitting ②weather permits 

③weather will be permitting ④weather is permitting (191)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(192)  (  ) that there is no law against that, I still think it is immoral. 

①Asserting ②Forgetting ③Granting ④Thinking (192)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(193)  (  ) that I was tired, I managed to play the piano pretty well. 

①Thinking ②Considered ③Providing ④Given (193)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(194)  (  ) his fear of heights, I was surprised to hear that he had taken up sky-diving. 

①Known ②Remembered ③Given ④Reminded (194)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(195)  As he was very tired, he was lying on the sofa with (  ). 

①his eyes closed ②his eyes closing ③his closed eyes ④his closing eyes  



 (195)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(196)  How can I feel relaxed, with (  ) me like that? 

①you to watch ②you watching ③you watch ④your watching (196)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(197)  You can use a large plastic bottle, (  ) cut off, as a pot to grow young plants in. 

①the top of which ②the top is ③with its top ④whose top (197)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(198)  The peace talks failed again, with both sides (  ) the other for the failure. 

①blaming ②blamed ③blaming by ④blamed with (198)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(199)  I always enjoy (  ) to classical music when I have some free time. 

①that I listen ②in listening ③listening ④to listen (199)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(200)  You mustn't miss (  ) this wonderful film. 

①seeing ②to see ③in seeing ④to have seen (200)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(201)  She didn't (  ) doing the dishes, since she hadn't wanted to go out anyway. 

①mind ②oppose ③refuse ④object (201)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(202)  We considered (  ) but finally decided against it. 

①go ②going ③about to go ④to go (202)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(203)  He escaped (  ). 

①to being punished ②being punished ③of being punished ④to be punished  
 (203)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(204)  He called and thanked me for offering (  ) him translate the letter. 

①to have helped ②helping ③having helped ④to help (204)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(205)  After a lot of problems she (  ) to learn to drive a car. 

①gave up ②succeeded ③managed ④put off (205)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(206)  Don't (  ) to come and see me one of these days. 

①succeed ②mind ③stop ④fail (206)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(207)  This book is too expensive. I can't (  ) to buy it. 

①want ②intend ③account ④afford (207)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(208)  I could tell he was only (  ) to read, because his book was upside down. 

①deceiving ②pretending ③acting ④behaving (208)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(209)  You must remember (  ) him all that you know, when you see him next. 

①to tell ②telling ③to be told ④having told (209)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(210)  I am absolutely sure I locked the door when I left home. I clearly remember (  ). 

①to have locked it ②to lock it ③locking it ④locked it (210)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(211)  I'll never forget (  ) when we were climbing in the Rockies last year. 

①for us to get lost ②us to get lost ③to get lost ④getting lost (211)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(212)  This car needs (  ). 

①repairing ②being repaired ③to repair ④having repaired (212)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(213)  We didn't (  ) to leave Mary out of the plan. It was simply an oversight. 

①seem ②forget ③mean ④neglect (213)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(214)  Have you ever tried (  ) on the river? 

①to be skating ②skate ③to have skated ④skating (214)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(215)  If the human population goes on increasing at its present rate, social life as we now know it will 

(  ) to be possible. 

①cease ②finish ③give up ④stop (215)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(216)  He couldn't (  ) her to speak a word to him all the way back to her boarding house. 

①let ②get ③have ④make (216)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(217)  As soon as you (  ) the wall painted, you can go home. 

①get ②do ③make ④finish (217)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(218)  When he returns from lunch, please have (  ) to my office. 

①him to come ②his coming ③him come ④he should come (218)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(219)  I want to (  ). It seems to have gone wrong. 

①have this cassette recorder fixing 

②have this cassette recorder fix 

③have fixed this cassette recorder 

④have this cassette recorder fixed (219)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(220)  Doctor Tanaka always tries to make his patients (  ) before an operation. 

①relax ②relaxation ③to relax ④relaxing (220)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(221)  She always (  ) her children do what they want to. 

①gets ②allows ③makes ④lets (221)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(222)  The dog wants to go outside. Could you (  ) him out? 

①let ②loose ③call ④come (222)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(223)  Don't let your Queen (  ). If you do, you are sure to lose the chess match. 

①capture ②to be captured ③captured ④be captured (223)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(224)  John's vast knowledge didn't (  ) him solve the problem. 

①save ②help ③cause ④allow (224)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(225)  I would like you to help me (  ) my homework. 

①in ②by ③with ④for (225)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(226)  We don't (  ) the students to have visitors after ten o'clock. 

①prevent ②allow ③forgive ④let (226)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(227)  The doorman did not (  ) me to enter the theater. 

①let ②permit ③forgive ④admit (227)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(228)  Taro was (  ) to one of the best universities in the U.S. 

①forgiven ②admitted ③permitted ④entered (228)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(229)  Please (  ) me for not having written for a long time. 

①forgive ②allow ③permit ④admit (229)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(230)  Please excuse (  ) you by your first name. 

①me to call ②me for calling ③calling ④for me to call (230)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(231)  Eventually the salesman (  ) me to buy the more expensive one. 

①said ②insisted ③persuaded ④talked (231)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(232)  This book will (  ) us to understand the country better. 

①take ②make ③enable ④get (232)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(233)  They led (  ) that there was no danger. 

①me to believe ②me believe ③my believing  ④me believing (233)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(234)  Don't you think advertisements sometimes (  ) people to buy things they don't need? 

①make ②cause ③let ④have (234)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(235)  Uncle Bob has invited (  ) dinner with his family. Would you like to go? 

①us to have ②that we have ③us for having ④our having (235)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(236)  The students in the Music Department (  ) to play at least one musical instrument. 

①look forward ②are devoted ③are expected ④enjoy (236)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(237)  You had better (  ) the students to find out for themselves. 

①let ②leave ③make ④have (237)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(238)  My friends were warned (  ) the mountain in such bad weather. 

①not to climb ②in climbing ③to climb ④of no climbing (238)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(239)  I want this luggage (  ) to my room at once 

①with ②for ③against ④under (239)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(240)  John has promised Mary to stay home. This means (  ) must stay home. 

①Mary ②both John and Mary ③either John or Mary ④John (240)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(241)  Charlie's father (  ) him to become a teacher. 

①considered ②insisted ③hoped ④advised (241)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(242)  The president of our company suggested (  ) business with that major hotel chain. 

①we did ②us to do ③to us to do ④we do (242)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(243)  All this may (  ) strange, but it is true. 

①hear ②echo ③hit ④sound (243)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(244)  A man who is absorbed in his work (  ) animated. 

①got ②likes ③looks ④of a teacher (244)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(245)  You can't (  ) wrong if you read the instructions carefully. 

①move ②make ③have ④go (245)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(246)  Orangutans (  ) poor pets. When they are separated from their mother they turn into 

troublemakers. 

①have ②make ③act ④call (246)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(247)  She will (  ) him a good wife. 

①give ②make ③become ④do (247)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(248)  He finally made up his mind (  ) the girl he had met in Paris two years before. 

①to marry with ②to get married ③to be married ④to marry (248)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(249)  I (  ) you for sixteen years and I still don't know what goes on inside your head. 

①have got married to ②have married ③have married to ④have been married to  
 (249)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(250)  He came all the way to my office to discuss (  ) with me. 

①about the plan ②concerning the plan ③the plan ④over the plan (250)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(251)  He did not (  ) his mother's absence. 

①mention ②mention on ③mention about ④mention of (251)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(252)  The girl closely (  ) my dead mother. 

①resembles to ②resembles ③resembles with ④resembles of (252)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(253)  Over three thousand people (  ) the concert. 

①attended ②listened ③gathered ④participated (253)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(254)  The child was told to (  ) for being rude to the guests. 

①punish ②excuse ③apologize ④pardon (254)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(255)  She complained (  ). 

①me of his rudeness ②me his rudeness 

③to me about his rudeness ④to me his rudeness (255)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(256)  Experts say too much exercise will (  ) you more harm than good. 

①get ②make ③give ④do (256)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(257)  Would you (  ) me a favor by moving that chair over to the corner so that I can sweep the 

floor? 

①make ②let ③give ④do (257)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(258)  Computer supplies are very expensive in Japan. Even this cable (  ) me 6,000 yen. 

①owed ②paid ③charged ③cost (258)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(259)  The company (  ) me ten dollars (  ) taking my bag to the airport. 

①demanded / of ②charged / for ③took / in ④imposed / from (259)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(260)  Ken's careless driving has (  ) his mother great anxiety. 

①expected ②changed ③promoted ④caused (260)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(261)  The affair (  ) me many sleepless nights. 

①cost ②past ③took ④led (261)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(262)  You'll (  ) yourself a lot of time if you take the car. 

①induce ②make ③save ④obtain (262)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(263)  When I went to talk to the manager, he told me he could only (  ) me ten minutes.. 

①spare ②save ③provide ④hear (263)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(264)  He spends all the time he can (  ) from his business in reading. 

①escape ②break ③spare ④lose (264)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(265)  The guests (  ) the happy couple a long and prosperous life. 

①wished ②supposed ③hoped ④wanted (265)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(266)  Will you (  ) me a map to show me the way to the station? 

①teach ②draw ③take ④write (266)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(267)  Honesty doesn't (  ) under the current tax system. 

①reward ②agree ③pay ④meet (267)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(268)  This rule (  ) several ways. 

①interprets ②understands ③reads ④writes (268)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(269)  Will this much food (  ) for a week's camping? 

①enough ②do ③content ④all right (269)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(270)  The shelves I made for my wife didn't (  ) long. They all came down when the dog jumped 

onto them. 

①last ②have ③keep ④go (270)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(271)  I am going on a picnic tomorrow, and I hope this fine weather (  ). 

①maintains ②holds ③preserves ④succeeds (271)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(272)  Do you think that money really (  ) to me? 

①troubles ②bothers ③concerns ④matters (272)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(273)  He said it didn't (  ) whether we stayed or went. 

①change ②account ③matter ④go (273)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(274)  “What do you think of Mr. Owen's proposal for cutting costs in the factory?” 

“It's an interesting idea, but I don't think it will (  ) very well.” 

①spend ②come ③match ④work (274)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(275)  If you want to ask a question, you have to (  ) your hand. 

①raise ②put ③give ④rise (275)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(276)  They are trying to (  ) money to build a new hospital. 

①raise ②correct ③grow ④increase (276)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(277)  The price of coffee (  ) early this month. 

①rose by 200 yen ②has raised to 200 yen 

③has rised by 200 yen ④raised 200 yen (277)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(278)  Was John honest? The question (  ) when he suddenly started spending a lot of money. 

①raised ②aroused ③arose ④grew (278)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(279)  Jim was so tired that he (  ) down and slept. 

①lain ②lay ③laid ④lied (279)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(280)  On the floor beside his bed a book (  ) open. He had been reading it before he fell asleep the 

previous night. 

①laying ②was to lie ③lay ④laid (280)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(281)  Betty (  ) herself on the bed. 

①lie ②lies ③lay ④laid (281)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(282)  She (  ) aside her book and went to answer the door. 

①laid ②lied ③lay ④lain (282)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(283)  I found my dog (  ) under the tree in our yard. 

①laying ②lay ③lying ④lie (283)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(284)  You cannot believe a word he says. He has (  ) to me again and again. 

①lied ②lien ③lain ④laid (284)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(285)  This hen does not (  ) any eggs at all these days. 

①make ②lay ③find ④bear (285)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(286)  Tom (  ) me of a boy I used to know. 

①remembers ②remarks ③reminds ④recalls (286)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(287)  Could you remind (  ) my academic adviser at 9:00 p.m. tomorrow? 

①my calling ②me into calling ③me of calling ④me to call (287)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(288)  From what I (  ) of him, Jack was an agreeable person. 

①remind ②recall ③recognize ④memorize (288)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(289)  It was then that my father's criticism (  ) to me. 

①reminded ②recalled ③was remembered ④came home (289)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(290)  He (  ) me to his grandmother. 

①recalled ②remembered ③remained ④reminded (290)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(291)  He (  ) his teacher of his success in the examination. 

①suggested ②noticed ③informed ④reported (291)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(292)  The man is (  ) of having had a hand in the affair. 

①suspected ②expected ③respected ④inspected (292)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(293)  She (  ) of the truth of his statement. 

①was not persuasive ②was not persuaded ③didn't persuade ④was not persuading  
 (293)
 ＿＿＿＿ 



(294)  They convinced us (  ) their innocence. 

①on ②against ③off ④of (294)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(295)  He was fully (  ) that everything in the contest would go on as he had originally planned. 

①convinced ②considered ③conserved ④concluded (295)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(296)  The guide always (  ) tourists of the dangers of crossing the street in Rome. 

①recommends ②speaks ③warns ④remembers (296)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(297)  If people who smoke are (  ) of their cigarettes, they get nervous and irritable. 

①deprived ②held ③taken ④reject (297)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(298)  The man robbed (  ). 

①the bank of a thousand dollars 

②a thousand dollars from the bank 

③the bank from a thousand dollars 

④a thousand dollars of the bank (298)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(299)  The appointment of another doctor to help me has (  ) me of a lot of work. 

①relieved ②reserved ③revealed ④reduced (299)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(300)  The poor old woman (  ) again. 

①was stolen her bag ②let her bag to be robbed 

③had her bag stolen ④got robbed her bag (300)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(301)  The campaign aims to prevent at least 100,000 teenagers a year (  ) smoking. 

①from ②of ③by ④for (301)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(302)  John drinks too much these days. We have to stop him (  ). 

①to drink any more ②from drinking any more 

③in drinking any more ④of drinking any more (302)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(303)  He (  ) a girl from drowning and was given a reward. 

①supported ②helped ③assisted ④rescued (303)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(304)  I looked in vain for the book at several bookstores, so I decided to order it directly (  ) the 

publisher. 

①on ②by ③for ④from (304)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(305)  Dust storms most often occur in areas where the ground has little vegetation to protect (  ) of 

the wind. 

①it from the effects ②the effects from it ③it the effects ④from the effects  
 (305)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(306)  He (  ) us with everything we needed. 

①asked ②provided ③gave ④showed (306)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(307)  The single pipeline (  ) all the houses with water. 

①serves ②deserves ③preserves ④reserves (307)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(308)  The library is (  ) with many good books. 

①furnished ②contained ③registered ④organized (308)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(309)  Richard and Tom (  ) themselves for the accident. They admitted that they had been careless. 

①denied ②said ③blamed ④confessed (309)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(310)  I know it was your fault. How can you (  ) it on her? She had nothing to do with it. 

①blame ②suggest ③accuse ④prove (310)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(311)  She (  ) him of having broken his word. 

①forgave ②accused ③blamed ④condemned (311)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(312)   A group of politicians (  ), and all of them resigned. 

①were charged with getting involved in a scandal 

②were charged of getting involved in a scandal 

③were charged with involving in a scandal 

④were charged of involving in a scandal (312)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(313)  Everybody except him (  ) her honest opinion. 

①was grateful of the critic for ②thanked the critic of 

③was thankful to the critic of ④thanked the critic for (313)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(314)  I really (  ) your timely suggestion about what I should do. 

①thank ②recognize ③appreciate ④admire (314)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(315)  I would (  ) it if you would turn the music down. 

①assign ②oblige ③appreciate ④thank (315)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(316)  She is regarded by her parents (  ) the cleverest of their children. 

①for ②to ③on ④as (316)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(317)  Politics has often been (  ) as the art of compromise. 

①manipulated ②alluded ③outlined ④defined (317)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(318)  Mt. Fuji is sometimes referred (  ) Fujiyama in foreign countries. 

①as to ②as ③to as ④to (318)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(319)  I (  ) it entirely to you that I have succeeded thus far. 

①owe ②thank ③indebt ④take (319)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(320)  If it isn't out of your way, please (  ) this letter to the post office. 

①take ②bring ③send ④fetch (320)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(321)  I had left a present for her at my house, so she waited for me while I (  ) it. 

①missed ②fetched ③neglected ④lost (321)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(322)  You must (  ) the diagnosis to your doctor. 

①appoint ②turn ③commit ④leave (322)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(323)  How are the plans for the festival going? Have you (  ) jobs to everybody yet? 

①assumed ②assisted ③assembled ④assigned (323)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(324)  His bicycle got rusty because it had been (  ) to rain. 

①involved ②exposed ③met ④faced (324)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(325)  He was an honest man, but poverty (  ) him to crime. 

①drove ②got ③made ④caused (325)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(326)  John decided to (  ) his savings account to another bank because he thought that the interest 

rate would be higher. 

①refer ②put ③transfer ④pass (326)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(327)  I prefer staying at home (  ) going fishing. 

①to ②but ③for ④else (327)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(328)  Is there a bank where I can (  ) these dollars for pounds? 

①alter ②exchange ③arrange ④take (328)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(329)  You will be (  ) for an ill-mannered person if you do so. 

①taken ②called ③considered ④thought (329)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(330)  I congratulated Bill (  ) winning the game. 

①of ②with ③on ④at (330)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(331)  Can you please (  ) me what time the train leaves? 

①tell ②teach ③talk to ④speak to (331)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(332)  She (  ) me about her daughter's marriage. 

①talked ②told ③said ④spoke (332)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(333)  I was (  ) by my father that I would not be allowed to go abroad by myself. 

①talked ②told ③said ④spoken (333)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(334)  There are a lot of expressions used by English people when (  ) about the weather. 

①talking ②telling ③saying ④discussing (334)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(335)  She's hoping to (  ) her father into buying a new car. 

①speak ②say ③tell ④talk (335)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(336)  Did the newspaper (  ) it was going to rain? 

①tell ②say ③write ④talk (336)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(337)  There is no (  ) where love may appear. 

①speaking ②talking ③telling ④mentioning (337)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(338)  You can use Ms. to (  ) a woman when you don't know if she is married. 

①attend ②address ③speak ④say (338)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(339)  He explained (  ). 

①me the matter ②to me of the matter ③the matter to me ④the matter of me  
 (339)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(340)  A: Japanese women in kimonos look very beautiful and graceful. 

B: Yes. Kimonos really do (  ) them very well. 

①resemble ②suit ③charm ④agree (340)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(341)  Such conduct does not (  ) a gentleman. 

①belong ②begin ③behave ④become (341)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(342)  Those shoes don't (  ) your suit at all. 

①match ②match in ③match to ④match on (342)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(343)  What sort of curtains do you think would (  ) with the carpet? 

①fit ②go ③become ④suit (343)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(344)  I'd better not eat that. Fried food usually doesn't (  ) with me. 

①agree ②suit ③match ④fit (344)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(345)  Does Kenji still have that book he (  ) from the library? 

①rented ②lent ③borrowed ④asked (345)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(346)  We (  ) an apartment when we lived in New York, but it was very expensive. 

①hired ②borrowed ③searched ④rented (346)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(347)  May I (  ) your lavatory? I'm bursting ! 

①rent ②use ③borrow ④take (347)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(348)  A few days ago he wrote us asking whether there were any houses to (  ) in our neighborhood. 

①borrow ②hire ③lend ④let (348)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(349)  Please (  ) me your car. I'll return it tomorrow. 

①borrow ②buy ③lend ④sell (349)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(350)  Would you please pay back the $15 you (  ) me? 

①give ②owe ③borrow ④offer (350)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(351)  The company asked the bank to (  ) them some money to build a new shop. 

①rent ②loan ③borrow ④lease (351)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(352)  When you put money in the bank, you (  ) it. 

①lend ②borrow ③rent ④deposit (352)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(353)  A lot of people (  ) their money in the stock market, instead of putting it in the bank. 

①prosper ②compare ③gain ④invest (353)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(354)  Jane works part-time as a pianist at a restaurant, and she (  ) 500 dollars a week. 

①wins ②profits ③earns ④catches (354)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(355)  I hadn't seen her for more than 20 years, but I still (  ) her right away. 

①recognized ②realized ③resented ④resembled (355)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(356)  I suddenly (  ) that it was past ten o'clock. 

①allowed ②realized ③recognized ④permitted (356)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(357)  She had a dream of becoming a movie star even though she didn't know how to (  ) it. 

①realize ②play ③become ④act (357)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(358)  I (  ) this tie is not the best present we could get for Dad, but it's quite nice. 

①intend ②imagine ③admit ④propose (358)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(359)  Some people fear that World WarⅢ may break out soon, but I (  ). 

①think if it does ②am afraid it will ③wonder that it does ④doubt if it will  
 (359)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(360)  I don't (  ) that he did this out of kindness; he's always considerate of others. 

①think ②find ③suspect ④doubt (360)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(361)  I heard my parents whispering last night. I (  ) they are planning a surprise birthday party for 

me. 

①suspect ②suggest ③satisfy ④supply (361)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(362)  A: I (  ) if I can borrow this CD for a couple of days. 

B: No problem. 

①know ②wonder ③asked ④not sure (362)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(363)  I would never (  ) his honesty. 

①inquire ②ask ③search ④question (363)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(364)  I can hardly (  ) abroad. 

①imagine him go ②imagine him to be going 

③imagine him going ④imagine him to go (364)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(365)  I (  ) your success. 

①hope for ②hope in ③hope ④am hoping (365)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(366)  The children (  ) for the summer holidays. 

①wanted ②expected ③longed ④anticipated (366)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(367)  I want this luggage (  ) to my room at once. 

①taken ②take ③taking ④to take (367)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(368)  I am not able, and I do not (  ), to abandon the world view I acquired in childhood. 

①mind ②hope ③want ④give up (368)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(369)  I don't want (  ) to be any misunderstanding. 

①there ②it ③things ④them (369)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(370)  I (  ) a strange dream last night. 

①looked ②watched ③saw ④had (370)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(371)  Ever since she was a child Louise has (  ) becoming a doctor so that she could help others. 

①intended for ②dreamed of ③wanted to ④hoped of (371)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(372)  I've only had time to (  ) at the report. 

①scan ②glance ③see ④read (372)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(373)  The young girl (  ) left and right before crossing the road. 

①stared at ②peeped ③saw ④glanced (373)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(374)  The farmer caught the boys (  ) apples from his orchard. 

①stealing ②stolen ③stole ④steal (374)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(375)  The careless words of the Prime Minister (  ) to the misunderstanding between the two 

countries. 

①brought ②led ③went ④came (375)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(376)  The boat was overturned by a great wave, (  ) of two lives. 

①finishing with lost ②resulting in the loss 

③bringing to lose ④following by the loss (376)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(377)  His car was seriously (  ) when he backed into a telephone pole. 

①damaged ②injured ③hurt ④scarred (377)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(378)  His wife is in hospital because she was (  ) in a car crash. 

①injured ②destroyed ③broken ④damaged (378)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(379)  Our school trip was (  ) by an unusually heavy snowfall. 

①damaged ②avoided ③spoiled ④objected (379)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(380)  Didn't it ever (  ) to them that they would be punished? 

①notice ②occur ③enter ④strike (380)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(381)  It suddenly (  ) me that the boat might be washed away by the waves. 

①noticed ②left ③thought ④struck (381)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(382)  It (  ) me as strange that my front door was open when I got home. 

①appeared ②seemed ③struck ④occurred (382)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(383)  Once I learned what to listen for, I (  ) to appreciate modern jazz. 

①took ②became ③turned ④came (383)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(384)  “Come downstairs as soon as possible. Dinner is ready.” 

“O.K., I'm (  ).” 

①going ②going down ③running down ④coming (384)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(385)  One hundred dollars will (  ) all your expenses for the trip. 

①cover ②cost ③spend ④give (385)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(386)  Canada is the second-largest country in the world, (  ) nearly half of the North American 

continent. 

①excluding ②connecting ③covering ④extending (386)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(387)  You have to (  ) the costs of the new system against the benefits it will bring. 

①discover ②weigh ③cover ④pay (387)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(388)  When slaves were shipped across the ocean in the old days, a lot of them failed to (  ) the 

journey. 

①live ②sink ③prejudice ④survive (388)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(389)  The post office is down the street. You can't (  ) it. 

①miss ②lose ③avoid ④fail (389)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(390)  I can't (  ) $40 for one book ! Haven't you got a cheaper edition? 

①provide ②afford ③allow ④cost (390)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(391)  This watch (  ) about two minutes in every hour. 

①gains ②gathers ③grows ④guesses (391)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(392)  This new model of car is so popular that they have had to open a new factory to (  ) the 

demand. 

①meet ②beat ③seat ④eat (392)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(393)  His mother has been (  ) a drugstore for fifteen years. 

①having ②running ③making ④taking (393)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(394)  Words (  ) me to describe the beauty of this landscape. 

①lack ②drop ③fail ④miss (394)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(395)  It (  ) him right that he missed the last train. 

①serves ②does ③causes ④gives (395)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(396)  The early nineteenth century (  ) the rapid industrial and agricultural development of the 

United States. 

①said ②saw ③took ④gave (396)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(397)  The room (  ) a fine view of the lake. 

①commands ②looks ③sees ④oversees (397)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(398)  He always kept the dictionary on the desk so that he could (  ) it at any time. 

①draw ②consult ③look ④refer (398)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(399)  You had better (  ) a doctor about your health. 

①watch ②consult ③hear ④listen (399)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(400)  A: I was (  ) you at 11:00 a.m. But it's almost half past eleven. 

B: I'm sorry. I missed my usual train. 

①anticipating ②thinking of ③considering ④expecting (400)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(401)  Where in Australia (  )? 

①were you grown up ②did you grow up ③were you risen up ④did you raise up  
 (401)
 ＿＿＿＿ 



(402)  “Lunch is on me today.” 

“Oh, thanks. I'll (  ) you next time.” 

①charge ②deal ③treat ④borrow (402)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(403)  He was taken to the hospital to (  ) for high blood pressure. 

①be trusted ②be treated ③trust ④treat (403)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(404)  “I have too much homework to go out this weekend.” 

“We'll have to (  ) next weekend then.” 

①survive ②show ③make it ④count in (404)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(405)  Japan has (  ) oil and is therefore almost entirely dependent on imports. 

①little ②a little ③small ④few (405)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(406)  This year there were (  ) rainy days in August. 

①little ②a little ③any ④few (406)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(407)  She didn't have (  ) difficulty finding the answer to the problem. 

①some ②many ③much ④most (407)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(408)  There were quite a (  ) interesting things to see. 

①few ②many ③much ④number (408)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(409)  The popularity of the telephone has led to (  ) people writing letters these days. 

①least ②hardly ③almost ④fewer (409)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(410)  Heavy industry is moving in the direction of more automated machines and (  ) manpower. 

①many ②less ③bigger ④few (410)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(411)  We suffered from (  ) troubles. 

①a great many ②many a great ③great many ④greatly many (411)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(412)  (  ) reader skips the words that he doesn't know. 

①Few ②All ③Most ④Many a (412)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(413)  A (  ) number of Japanese holidaymakers were to be found in New Zealand last summer. 

①much ②lot ③large ④many (413)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(414)  We found only a (  ) number of customers in the store. 

①small ②little ③less ④few (414)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(415)  The music of Mozart is always (  ) to me. 

①pleasing ②happy ③pleased ④glad (415)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(416)  They are (  ) with your work. 

①pleasing ②pleasure ③pleasant ④pleased (416)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(417)  Feeling nervous is a little bit like (  ), but it is the negative side of excitement. 

①to feel exciting ②feeling exciting ③feeling excited ④to feel excited  
 (417)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(418)  Last night we went to the circus, which we all thought really (  ). 

①exciting ②excite ③excited ④excitement (418)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(419)  It was (  ) that nobody ate the expensive raw fish I had served. 

①disappointingly ②disappointing ③disappointment ④disappointed (419)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(420)  It was (  ) to see three very big dogs racing toward us. 

①frightened ②fright ③frightening ④frighten (420)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(421)  The musical is so (  ) that it attracts lots of people. 

①to be touched ②touch ③touched ④touching (421)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(422)  Would you like a (  ) drink? 

①refreshable ②refreshing ③refreshed ④refresh (422)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(423)  I (  ) to find that I was wearing my pants inside out. 

①was embarrassed ②was embarrassing ③embarrassed myself ④embarrassed  
 (423)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(424)  They are so (  ) that it is difficult to tell which is which. 

①likely ②same ③alike ④nearly (424)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(425)  The discussion the villagers had on the environment was quite (  ). 

①lived ②alive ③living ④lively (425)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(426)  He is a very (  ) writer. He is always writing about journeys to other planets. 

①imaginative ②imaginable ③imagined ④imaginary (426)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(427)  All the events described in this story are (  ). They didn't really happen. 

①imaginable ②images ③imagine ④imaginary (427)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(428)  It was very (  ) of him to reject the bribe. 

①sensibly ②sense ③sensible ④sensitive (428)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(429)  Sally's too (  ). She cries whenever anyone speaks to her in a loud voice. 

①sensitive ②strong ③sensible ④capable (429)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(430)  Without your (  ) help, I should have failed in my attempt to cross the Pacific Ocean. 

①vain ②invalid ③valueless ④invaluable (430)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(431)  I foolishly interpreted the idiom in its (  ) sense. 

①literally ②literal ③literate ④literary (431)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(432)  The weather seemed (  ) for the test flight. 

①favorable ②favored ③favoring ④favorite (432)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(433)  The Johnsons are very (  ) people. They love giving parties. 

①socially ②society ③social ④sociable (433)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(434)  Her debut was the biggest (  ) event of the season. 

①socialist ②society ③sociable ④social (434)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(435)  You should be (  ) to your parents. 

①respectful ②respected ③respective ④respecting (435)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(436)  We may not win tomorrow. It's hard to win four (  ) games. 

①successful ②success ③succession ④successive (436)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(437)  Asked about the new car's outstanding features, the car dealer first mentioned (  ) of fuel. 

①about its economical use ②its economical use 

③its economic use ④about its economic use (437)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(438)  I am very (  ) for what I said to her yesterday. 

①regretful ②regretted ③regret ④regrettable (438)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(439)  It is (  ) that he should have lost his job. 

①regretful ②regretted ③regret ④regrettable (439)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(440)  Paul left his book at home again. He's so (  ). 

①forgettable ②forgetting ③forgotten ④forgetful (440)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(441)  Most (  ) creatures in the sea are affected by pollution. 

①livable ②living ③alive ④lived (441)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(442)  Harrison was last seen (  ) around 9:30 p.m., so we think he was killed sometime after that. 

①live ②living ③alive ④lively (442)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(443)  We were all somewhat (  ) of his behavior. 

①ashamed ②shamefully ③shameful ④shame (443)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(444)  It is (  ) that you should have such a good friend. 

①happily ②fortunate ③fortunately ④happy (444)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(445)  The results of the research were quite (  ). 

①content ②contented ③satisfactory ④satisfied (445)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(446)  (  ) to come to the office an hour earlier than usual tomorrow? 

①Is it able for you ②Are you possible 

③Is it possible for you ④Is it capable for you (446)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(447)  Superman, almost invulnerable and (  ) fly through the air, is the last survivor of the planet 

Krypton. 

①capable ②able to ③can ④ability to (447)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(448)  The chimpanzee is an intelligent creature, (  ) of solving simple problems. 

①enable ②able ③possible ④capable (448)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(449)  As they grow old, many people become (  ) to look after themselves. 

①unable ②necessary ③difficult ④hard (449)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(450)  This symphony is a real masterpiece. I think it's worth (  ) over and over again. 

①to listen to ②be listened to ③listening to ④to be listened to (450)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(451)  Learning a foreign language is sometimes a difficult task, but usually it is (  ) the effort. 

①worth ②deserve ③deserving ④deserved (451)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(452)  Betty enjoyed her summer vacation this August because she took (  ) trip to Europe with her 

friends. 

①tens days ②a tenth day ③ten-days ④a ten-day (452)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(453)  When I bought the book ten years ago, it cost just (  ). 

①one and half dollars ②one and half dollar 

③one and a half dollars ④one and a half dollar (453)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(454)  I've been waiting for (  ). 

①hour and a half ②hours and halves ③hour and half ④an hour and a half  
 (454)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(455)  The river carries a great amount of water and is (  ) in many places. 

①several miles wide ②wide several miles 

③several wide miles ④wide miles several (455)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(456)  Come and see me whenever (  ). 

①it will be convenient of you ②it is convenient for you 

③you will be convenient ④you are convenient (456)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(457)  We got up at four in the morning. We had to make a very (  ) start. 

①slow ②soon ③early ④late (457)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(458)  It will be (  ) autumn when you get to London. 

①lately ②late ③latest ④last (458)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(459)  Whenever I see Mr. Smith, I think (  ) Prof. Johnson. 

①the late ②the latter ③of the late ④of latter (459)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(460)  In the grocery where I worked, an employee posted a sign advertising our (  ) meat special. 

①last ②later ③latter ④latest (460)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(461)  Our PE teacher, a (  ) professional basketball player, is coaching the school team. 

①former ②previous ③late ④once (461)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(462)  This watch is three minutes (  ). 

①slowly ②slow ③later ④late (462)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(463)  The price of books is getting (  ) these days. 

①more affordable ②cheaper ③more expensive ④higher (463)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(464)  She works hard in the office for a (  ) salary. 

①few ②small ③little ④cheap (464)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(465)  In spite of the (  ) traffic, I managed to get to the airport in time. 

①light ②little ③much ④heavy (465)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(466)  Don't you think that the taxes in Japan are too (  )? 

①big ②expensive ③heavy ④strict (466)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(467)  He could not come because of (  ) illness. 

①serious ②anxious ③big ④heavy (467)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(468)  There is a very (  ) rule forbidding smoking in bed. 

①severe ②strict ③heavy ④hard (468)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(469)  No weather was (  ) enough to keep him indoors. 

①strict ②sharp ③strong ④severe (469)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(470)  It is no laughing matter. ＝ The situation is very (  ). 

①strange ②serious ③strict ④severe (470)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(471)  The station clock is not as (  ) as it should be; it is usually between one and two minutes fast. 

①accurate ②sure ③certain ④strict (471)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(472)  You should always be (  ) for your appointments. 

①accurate ②strict ③punctual ④precise (472)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(473)  I phoned Mary, but the line was (  ). So I had to call again later. 

①full ②taken ③off ④busy (473)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(474)  The soup is terribly (  ). You put far too much pepper in it. 

①hot ②thick ③tasty ④strong (474)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(475)  I always drink a cup of (  ) coffee in the morning. 

①dense ②strong ③heavy ④thin (475)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(476)  A: How is your steak, John? Is it tender? 

B: No. It's very (  ), dear. 

①strong ②tough ③solid ④hard (476)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(477)  “I'd like to speak to Mr. Frank Smith, if he's there.” 

“I'm afraid (  ).” 

①you are wrong ②you misunderstood 

③you can't tell him that here ④you have the wrong number (477)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(478)  A: Is this the way to the university? 

B: Yes, this is the (  ) way. 

①right ②fine ③wrong ④true (478)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(479)  The rain kept the baseball team (  ) yesterday. 

①numb ②stupid ③idle ④lazy (479)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(480)  Fortunately, bus services are now back to (  ) after yesterday's strike. 

①regular ②common ③ordinary ④normal (480)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(481)  It's difficult to find a well-paid (  ) job. 

①eternal ②permanent ③dependent ④hopeful (481)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(482)  We didn't have far to drive; he lived in a (  ) town. 

①by ②nearby ③close ④nearly (482)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(483)  When you write your name, you have to start not with a small letter but with a (  ) letter. 

①grand ②great ③large ④capital (483)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(484)  I wish I were (  ) enough to invent something and make a fortune. 

①smart ②virtuous ③strong ④happy (484)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(485)  She is rather (  ) at tennis. 

①low ②poor ③short ④small (485)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(486)  He was involved in a traffic accident and had a (  ) escape from death. 

①narrow ②close ③dangerous ④bad (486)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(487)  A: I made this especially for you, so please have a little more. 

B: Sorry, I'm (  ) and can't eat another bite. 

①satisfactory ②full ③enough ④filled (487)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(488)  The airplane was late arriving, and so he was a (  ) one hour late for the meeting. 

①lot ②enough ③good ④much (488)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(489)  I am wondering if this rail pass is still (  ) for another week. 

①permissive ②well ③good ④sure (489)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(490)  You are (  ) to any book in my library. 

①available ②free ③convenient ④welcome (490)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(491)  Oh dear, I have a (  ) tire. I must put some air in it. 

①flat ②broken ③punk ④shallow (491)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(492)  This is the (  ) place I saw in the photograph. 

①just ②here ③quite ④very (492)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(493)  I'll be busy for the next few weeks. I won't be (  ) until the fourth week of May. 

①available ②good ③able ④clear (493)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(494)  If he drinks any more beer, I don't think he'll be (  ) to play this afternoon. 

①capable ②fit ③unable ④possible (494)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(495)  Our dog (  ) for many weeks, but in the end she came back. 

①was to miss ②has missed ③missed ④was missing (495)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(496)  He is a (  ) young politician. 

①promising ②progressed ③declined ④devoting (496)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(497)  The policeman came too late and found the thief (  ) and the room in disorder. 

①gone ②go ③to go ④going (497)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(498)  Are there any good films (  ) this week? 

①on ②by ③out of ④at (498)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(499)  People are saying that the crisis is (  ). 

①below ②above ③upon ④over (499)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(500)  John looked and sounded exceptionally unhappy. Not that it was unusual for him to be unhappy; 

he was seldom (  ). 

①otherwise ②unhappy ③unworthy ④though (500)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(501)  “Has the bell rung?”“No, it hasn't rung (  ).” 

①still ②yet ③already ④until (501)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(502)  “Has the movie started yet?”“Yes, it has (  ) started.” 

①still ②been ③yet ④already (502)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(503)  The car battery that I bought ten years ago is (  ) working. 

①already ②soon ③still ④yet (503)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(504)  I've told him several times but he (  ) doesn't understand. 

①yet ②still ③no long ④already (504)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(505)  Have you (  ) been to Canada? 

①ever ②yet ③still ④already (505)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(506)  I'm going to stop her (  ) doing that again. 

①never ②yet ③ever ④once (506)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(507)  You're late. The meeting finished (  ). 

①thirty minutes ago ②before thirty minutes 

③thirty minutes before ④since thirty minutes (507)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(508)  I recognized him at once, as I had seen him (  ). 

①before ②since ③forward ④ago (508)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(509)  It was so dark that they could (  ). 

①see hard ②hard see ③see hardly ④hardly see (509)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(510)  “Is Chris popular?”“No, she has (  ) friends.” 

①not a lot ②quite a few ③hardly any ④many (510)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(511)  We found there was (  ) any money left in the cash-box. 

①less ②scarcely ③no ④little (511)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(512)  We (  ) ever see Tom anymore. What has he been doing? 

①almost ②usually ③mostly ④hardly (512)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(513)  I (  ) have fruit for breakfast. 

①mostly ②most ③more ④almost (513)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(514)  He was (  ) run over by a car. 

①riskily ②dangerously ③doubtfully ④nearly (514)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(515)  You shouldn't have bothered, Mrs. Owens; you're (  ) to me. 

①too much kind ②very too kind ③much too kind ④very much kind  
 (515)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(516)  Until recently the people of that country lived in (  ) same way as they had for centuries. 

①the most ②the much ③most the ④much the (516)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(517)  June is still at the airport because she (  ) her plane to Paris. 

①is almost missing ②almost missed ③just missed ④is just missing (517)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(518)  This computer is (  ) difficult for me to use. 

①some ②hard ③much ④pretty (518)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(519)  Their child David always had a bedtime story at 7 o'clock (  ). 

①sharp ②flat ③just ④right (519)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(520)  I (  ) wanted to tell him how much I missed Mary. 

①well ②as ③badly ④much (520)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(521)  He always stays in bed (  ) as he can. 

①so lately ②as late ③so late ④as lately (521)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(522)  We can see swallows (  ) in the sky. 

①are highly flying ②high flying ③flying high ④flying highly (522)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(523)  (  ) I did not like him, but now I do. 

①At first ②For the first time ③First ④First of all (523)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(524)  What we should remember (  ) is that English is not our first language. 

①first time ②first of all ③for the first time ④at first (524)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(525)  Please let me know your decision by Friday; (  ), I'll have to offer the job to another applicant. 

①otherwise ②in case ③unless ④else (525)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(526)  In case of emergency, leave the building as quickly as possible (  ). 

①so instructed otherwise ②if instructed otherwise 

③unless otherwise instructed ④but otherwise instructed (526)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(527)  He looked forward to the (  ) job of night watchman because it would give him a chance to be 

alone. 

①otherwise unpleasant ②pleasant otherwise 

③unpleasant otherwise ④otherwise pleasant (527)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(528)  He is (  ) not intending to return to his own country again. 

①reportedly ②reporting ③to report ④to be reported (528)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(529)  (  ) a tough, unemotional man, the prime minister is actually quite sensitive. 

①Supposing ②Suppose ③Supposition ④Supposedly (529)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(530)  The children are playing (  ). 

①upstair ②in upstairs ③upstairs ④at upstair (530)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(531)  In the cross-country race, Michael and Ben came first and third (  ). 

①comparably ②comparatively ③respectfully ④respectively (531)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(532)  I'm a professor, or (  ) an associate professor. 

①then ②rather ③even ④yet (532)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(533)  There aren't (  ) many people in the park. 

①these ②its ③those ④that (533)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(534)  (  ) with the wind and the rain, the game was spoiled. 

①What ②Why ③How ④Which (534)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(535)  Books that can be enjoyed by young and old (  ) are rather rare. 

①either ②respectively ③alike ④invariably (535)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(536)  His salary is (  ) what it was seven years ago. 

①by double ②double ③for double ④as double (536)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(537)  He reached home (  ) before five o'clock. 

①shortly ②suddenly ③momentarily ④timely (537)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(538)  (  ) used to be a lot of fireflies in Japan, but not any more. 

①There ②They ③Once ④It (538)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(539)  When a man and a woman marry, (  ) usually have to be big adjustments between their two 

personalities. 

①there ②it ③we ④they (539)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(540)  (  ) seemed to be nobody in that building. 

①There ②It ③That ④They (540)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(541)  (  ) are said to be monsters in Loch Ness in Scotland, but no one has ever been able to prove 

that they actually exist. 

①Some ②They ③There ④It (541)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(542)  (  ) to be no possible solutions he could think of. 

①There happened ②It was ③It happened ④It seemed (542)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(543)  Rosalind says she couldn't get here through all the snow. (  ), her son is ill. 

①However ②Besides ③Suchlike ④Likewise (543)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(544)  My sister can read Chinese; (  ), she can speak some Korean. 

①thus ②moreover ③at last ④specifically (544)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(545)  This computer is powerful, efficient, and easy to use. (  ), it is too expensive. 

①Despite ②Although ③Whether or not ④However (545)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(546)  A: Nice day. 

B: Yes. Bit cold, (  ). 

①though ②although ③despite ④in spite (546)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(547)  Mother was very tired; (  ), she kept on working. 

①by the way ②hence ③not in the least ④nevertheless (547)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(548)  The building did not pass a fire inspection. (  ) it will be closed for the rest of the year. 

①Therefore ②Nevertheless ③Nonetheless ④Since (548)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(549)  This poses a threat to agriculture and the food chain, and, (  ), to human health. 

①for instance ②in comparison ③instead ④consequently (549)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(550)  A: It has suddenly got cold, hasn't it? 

B: Yes, but it was unusually warm until yesterday. The rest of the winter is expected to be (  ). 

①as it is cold now ②as cold as it is now 

③as cold as it has been ④as it was cold then (550)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(551)  This car is (  ) mine. 

①not so expensive than ②not as expensive as 

③not as expensive so ④less expensive as (551)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(552)  This one is prettier, but it costs (  ) that one. 

①twice as much as ②two times better than 

③two time so much as ④as much twice as (552)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(553)  The population of Italy is about (  ) that of Japan. 

①as half as ②half larger than ③half as large as ④half less than (553)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(554)  The distance from the earth to the moon is about equivalent to (  ). 

①the earth's diameter of twenty times 

②twenty times of the earth's diameter 

③the earth's twenty times diameter 

④twenty times the earth's diameter (554)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(555)  She has made up her mind to read (  ) possible this summer vacation. 

①many books as ②many of books as ③as many books as ④books as many as  
 (555)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(556)  Jeff and Jenny saved (  ) they could to visit their uncle in Hawaii. 

①as much money as ②money as possible as ③as a lot of money as ④money as a lot as  
 (556)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(557)  This pen is as good as (  ) I've ever used. 

①ever ②long ③though ④any (557)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(558)  He was (  ) soldier as ever shouldered a gun. 

①brave as a ②as brave ③as brave a ④as a brave (558)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(559)  It is not so (  ) what a man wears as the way he wears it that marks the gentleman. 

①much ②often ③long ④many (559)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(560)  The ten-year-old boy cannot so (  ) as write his own name. 

①good ②much ③far ④long (560)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(561)  He departed (  ) saying good-bye. 

①too much for ②as much as ③without so much as ④not much as (561)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(562)  The man who stops learning is as (  ) as dead. 

①far ②soon ③good ④much (562)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(563)  He said he would lend me the money if I needed it, and he was as (  ) as his word. 

①good ②harsh ③similar ④better (563)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(564)  (  ) 1,100 people live on each square mile of land in that country. 

①So much as ②As many as ③Many ④So many (564)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(565)  Some new bicycles cost as (  ) as 50,000 yen. 

①many ②well ③good ④much (565)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(566)  He found five mistakes (  ) lines. 

①at so many ②in as many ③as many as ④like so many (566)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(567)  Like (  ) stars among the leaves and branches, the street lamps shed their light. 

①some many ②very many ③so many ④too many (567)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(568)  She went (  ) to say that he was a swindler. 

①so far as ②too far ③too long ④so long as (568)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(569)  Do you know that Japan once produced more silk than (  ) country? 

①another ②different ③any other ④other (569)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(570)  (  ) more pleasant than traveling. 

①Another thing is not ②Nothing is ③Not at all ④Anything is not (570)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(571)  At (  ) time in my life have I been busier than I am today. 

①other ②any ③some ④no (571)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(572)  Churchill was a more successful statesman than (  ) I ever knew. 

①no one ②anyone ③each one ④everyone (572)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(573)  In those days artists wanted, more than (  ) else, to express their own emotions. 

①anything ②whichever ③someone ④something (573)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(574)  The next train will be (  ) crowded than this one. 

①less ②a little ③much ④as (574)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(575)  You are (  ) to gain weight in summer than in winter because you tend to lose your appetite 

when it is hot. 

①less unlikely ②very unlikely ③very likely ④less likely (575)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(576)  She is (  ) than unsociable. 

①more shyer ②shyer ③①shy ④more shy (576)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(577)  Science is far (  ) a collection of facts and methods. 

①less as ②away from ③more than ④down from (577)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(578)  The population of San Francisco is (  ) that of Tokyo. 

①less than one tenth ②less of one tenth than 

③one tenth less ④less than one tenths (578)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(579)  My camera is (  ) better than yours. 

①very ②much ③further ④more (579)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(580)  The female lion, contrary to popular belief, is (  ) stalker and hunter than the male lion. 

①a more better ②much more ③better at ④a far better (580)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(581)  It was always difficult to enter university, but it is harder than (  ) now. 

①ever ②any ③once ④never (581)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(582)  This wine is (  ) to that in flavor. 

①worse ②inferior ③better ④more (582)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(583)  His paper is superior (  ). 

①to me ②than me ③to mine ④than mine (583)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(584)  He is ten years senior (  ) you. 

①than ②above ③to ④over (584)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(585)  For a growing child a small town seems (  ) a large city. 

①preferable to ②more preferable to ③more preferable than ④preferable than  
 (585)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(586)  Which is (  ) of the two? 

①the more expensive ②one more expensive ③the most expensive ④more expensive  
 (586)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(587)  The harder Bob rowed the boat, (  ) he got. 

①the farther away ②the more far away ③the more farther away ④the more away  
 (587)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(588)  I like the boy (  ) better for his naughtiness. 

①all the ②some ③much a ④any (588)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(589)  We had been complaining to the director. And one of my colleagues said,“Don't talk back to him. 

That'll make it (  ).” 

①no sooner ②as bad ③not at all ④all the worse (589)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(590)   Although intonation is seldom taught in language courses, it is (   ) important for 

communicating accurately. 

①none the worse ②all the more ③much more ④none the less (590)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(591)  He knows little of mathematics, (  ) of chemistry. 

①still less ②as well as ③still more ④no less than (591)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(592)  It was about a mile to the base of the hill, and from the bottom it looked impossible to walk up, 

(  ) run. 

①no less than ②much more ③much less ④more or less (592)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(593)  You are no (  ) at remembering things than I am. 

①more ②better ③sooner ④mistake (593)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(594)  I am no (  ) able to operate this machine than he is. 

①very ②far ③more ④much (594)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(595)  No one can tell another person in any definite way how he should spend his free time, (  ) 

how he ought to breathe. 

①any more than ②much less than ③any better than ④no more than  



 (595)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(596)  Sunlight is no (  ) necessary to good health than fresh air. 

①further ②less ③more ④better (596)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(597)  My students were few in number, (  ) four or five altogether. 

①as many as ②no more than ③as little as ④no less than (597)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(598)  There was an audience of (  ) four thousand at the concert yesterday. 

①any less than ②quite a few ③no less than ④still more (598)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(599)  Determining the sex of an unborn baby used to be impossible, but (  ). 

①something like that ②no more so ③as it is ④not any more (599)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(600)  My brother has (  ) good books than I have. 

①many more ②much more ③very much more ④very more (600)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(601)  She knew (  ) than to ask such a stupid question. 

①better ②sooner ③further ④some more (601)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(602)  She was (  ) far the best singer in the class. 

①by ②as ③above ④from (602)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(603)  Sapporo is the fifth (  ) city in Japan. 

①large ②as large as ③largest ④larger (603)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(604)  I don't have the (  ) idea of the result. 

①smallest ②faintest ③most ④biggest (604)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(605)  I have just finished reading this book. It is really (  ) best books I have ever read. 

①the one ②the ③one of the ④any of the (605)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(606)  There are three soccer teams in this town, (  ) which ours is the best. 

①at ②of ③in ④for (606)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(607)  The place is at its (  ) in spring. 

①best ②good ③most ④better (607)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(608)  Lost things have a way of appearing when (  ) expected. 

①worst ②most ③best ④least (608)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(609)  I have done all of (  ) and I'd like to take a short break. 

①homeworks ②my homework ③my homeworks ④a homework (609)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(610)  I wish he would give me (  ) about the college. 

①some more informations ②an information 

③some information ④many information (610)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(611)  My father never gave me (  ). 

①many advices ②a lot of advices ③many advice ④much advice (611)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(612)  The beef and orange negotiations did not make (  ) last week. 

①a progress ②any progresses ③some progresses ④any progress (612)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(613)  A few years ago our apartment had (  ) furniture in it. 

①a few ②little ③many ④few (613)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(614)  We have just bought two (  ) of furniture. 

①pieces ②points ③things ④goods (614)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(615)  He had to carry (  ) from his house to the station. 

①so many luggages ②much luggage ③many luggage ④three pieces of luggages  
 (615)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(616)  Her sister bought three (  ) of stockings yesterday. 

①pieces ②sheets ③pairs ④cakes (616)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(617)  He always came to see me before (  ). 

①breakfasts ②breakfast ③a breakfast ④each breakfast (617)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(618)  There isn't (  ) I can do to help, I'm afraid. 

①many ②much ③very few ④a little (618)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(619)  She's very good at tennis, but she's not (  ) of a swimmer. 

①good ②better ③skillful ④much (619)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(620)  The fraction 11/16 is read as (  ). 

①eleven sixteenth ②eleven sixteen ③eleven sixteenths ④eleventh sixteen  
 (620)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(621)  Be sure to remember (  ) at the next station. 

①changing trains ②changing a train ③to change a train ④to change trains  
 (621)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(622)  I would like to make (  ) with someone from another country. 

①a friend ②friendly ③friend ④friends (622)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(623)  We shook (  ) and said goodbye at the end of our journey. 

①hands ②arms ③hand ④arm (623)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(624)  They drove to San Francisco taking (  ) at the wheel. 

①rides ②changes ③turns ④places (624)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(625)  After a terrible argument we weren't on speaking (  ). 

①connections ②moods ③circles ④terms (625)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(626)  The boy took great (  ) to solve the problem. 

①senses ②effects ③pains ④struggles (626)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(627)  He was one of the most famous men of (  ) of his time. 

①papers ②letters ③books ④writings (627)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(628)  Please give him my best (  ). 

①words ②hello ③saying ④regards (628)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(629)  You are living beyond your (  ). 

①means ②manners ③ways ④methods (629)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(630)  We must avoid violence, and struggle for independence by peaceful (  ). 

①goals ②means ③aims ④ends (630)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(631)  My secretary has a good (  ) of English. 

①speaker ②interest ③gift ④command (631)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(632)  Our trip to Kyoto was just great. Among other things, I enjoyed your (  ). 

①togetherness ②partner ③company ④friend (632)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(633)  I saw two tall (  ) walking slowly in the dusk. 

①fairs ②figures ③flights ④features (633)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(634)  Everyone says that he is the very (  ) of his father. 

①likelihood ②person ③figure ④image (634)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(635)  A nice roast chicken is one of my favorite (  ). 

①saucers ②plates ③dishes ④bowls (635)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(636)  The weather is a (  ) we can talk about quite safely. 

①subject ②remark ③fact ④question (636)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(637)  The factory is working below (  ) because of a shortage of essential materials. 

①range ②capacity ③extent ④scope (637)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(638)  The doctor wrote a letter to the (  ) that his daughter would soon get better. 

①effect ②result ③reply ④answer (638)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(639)  “Sit down !”Morel repeated. Clara took off her things and laid them on the couch. She had a 

slight (  ) of resentment. 

①air ②nervousness ③sound ④color (639)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(640)  Whether used as a reference book or read cover to cover, this dictionary is a (  ) for the 

bookshelf. 

①necessary ②good ③must ④matter of course (640)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(641)  He is entitled to have a (  ) in the decision. 

①mind ②head ③way ④say (641)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(642)  The human suffering which smoking causes is far more serious than the economic (  ) which 

society has to pay. 

①disadvantage ②attention ③price ④danger (642)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(643)  He was out of (  ) as he had lost his wallet. 

①difficulty ②ambition ③humor ④anxiety (643)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(644)  What (  ) are you in? 

①line ②rope ③thread ④cord (644)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(645)  He is a man of his (  ), so if he said he'd help, he will. 

①word ②side ③act ④power (645)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(646)  It's an awful (  ) your wife couldn't come. I was looking forward to meeting her. 

①deplore ②shocking ③wrong ④shame (646)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(647)  I told you over and over again, but you still failed to understand the (  ) of your task. 

①duty ②nature ③center ④means (647)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(648)  Nobody is free of (  ). We are not perfect. 

①obligations ②exceptions ③sacrifices ④faults (648)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(649)  This (  ) is for keeping valuables in. 

①safety ②secret ③safe ④underground (649)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(650)  Because Mary had refused his offer, John was in no (  ) to enjoy the weekend. 

①feeling ②mood ③sense ④emotion (650)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(651)  His plan leaves no (  ) for change. 

①room ②objection ③environment ④emptiness (651)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(652)  In the bus, the boy made (  ) for an old woman. 

①seat ②margin ③room ④place (652)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(653)  Everything is in good (  ). 

①hope ②chance ③way ④order (653)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(654)  A: Would you like a cup of tea? 

B: Only if it's not too much (  ). 

①pain ②care ③trouble ④labor (654)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(655)  It will be to his (  ) if he studies hard in college. 

①advantage ②worth ③wealth ④value (655)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(656)  What (  ) do you have for this job? 

①identification ②qualifications ③capacities ④rights (656)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(657)  Her (  ) will continue her research even if she fails. 

①successor ②success ③succeeding ④succession (657)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(658)  We don't sell foreign newspapers because there is no (  ). 

①claim ②demand ③order ④request (658)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(659)  The generation (  ) makes it difficult for parents to understand their children's opinions. 

①separation ②division ③gap ④partition (659)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(660)  It's not his (  ) to tell me what to do. 

①character ②power ③ability ④place (660)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(661)  Keiko is such a tidy person. Every pot and pan is in its (  ). 

①place ②hand ③order ④shape (661)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(662)  I'm sorry we gave you such short (  ) of our visit. 

①news ②notice ③readiness ④information (662)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(663)  The political scandal was brought to (  ) by two journalists. 

①day ②public ③light ④newspaper (663)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(664)  Tom was late for class, as is often the (  ). 

①occasion ②accident ③case ④chance (664)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(665)  If better employment opportunities can be provided in small towns, the (  ) of country folk to 

the cities can be slowed. 

①motion ②passage ③journey ④movement (665)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(666)  Susan hadn't seen him for twenty years, and he seemed a total (  ). 

①foreigner ②outsider ③stranger ④alien (666)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(667)  “Did you put the money in the bank?” 

“I deposited part of it and spent the (  ).” 

①rest ②remains ③little ④whole (667)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(668)  The rich merchant adopted the boy and made him his (  ). 

①hire ②hive ③heir ④hare (668)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(669)  At this bar they never sell liquor (  ). 

①on credit ②for sale ③on behalf ④in debt (669)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(670)  Mary's dream of going abroad finally became a (  ). 

①fact ②truth ③case ④reality (670)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(671)  You have the (  ) of working hard or of leading a lazy life. 

①sense ②difficulty ③alternative ④difference (671)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(672)  Mr. White is honest; I mean“honest”in the broadest (  ) of the word. 

①range ②sense ③idea ④view (672)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(673)  It is a pity that Mary has no (  ) of humor. 

①sense ②heart ③mind ④consciousness (673)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(674)  I bought (  ) to find out what was happening. 

①a piece of papers ②a piece of paper ③paper ④a paper (674)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(675)  Watching the football match on television was (  ). 

①a fun ②a funny ③fun ④funs (675)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(676)  It is no (  ) that a man of his ability is so successful. 

①thought ②right ③matter ④wonder (676)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(677)  It makes no (  ) to me whether he comes or not. 

①importance ②difference ③problem ④idea (677)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(678)  Catherine had no (  ) of spending the rest of her life working as a waitress. 

①meaning ②purpose ③mind ④intention (678)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(679)  Is there any (  ) of your coming to Tokyo again this year? 

①event ②chance ③accident ④time (679)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(680)  We'd better hurry. There's a (  ) to Uncle Timothy's patience. 

①bottom ②top ③border ④limit (680)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(681)  In the advanced course, students must take objective tests at monthly (  ). 

①distance ②intervals ③gaps ④length (681)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(682)  She gave me (  ) to use her dictionary. 

①admission ②persuasion ③discussion ④permission (682)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(683)  I'd like to make (  ) for the express train that leaves at 6:00 p.m. 

①a subscription ②a reservation ③a promise ④an appointment (683)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(684)  I cannot see you tomorrow since I have (  ) to see Dr. Bean at 3:00. 

①a meeting ②an appointment ③a reservation ④a schedule (684)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(685)  Since he is a born (  ), he tends to look at the worst side of things. 

①gambler ②optimist ③pessimist ④liar (685)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(686)  In one year, Earth makes one (  ) around the sun. 

①circling ②revolution ③turn ④rotation (686)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(687)  The traffic was limited to one (  ) because the road was being repaired. 

①aisle ②path ③row ④lane (687)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(688)  He is paving the garden (  ) with flat stones of various shapes. 

①avenue ②path ③way ④street (688)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(689)  It has been raining for five days in (  ). 

①a row ②a while ③meantime ④a line (689)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(690)  In his shirt-sleeves he felt he wasn't properly dressed for the (  ). 

①chance ②opportunity ③possibility ④occasion (690)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(691)  His failure to show up for the nine o'clock class was a rather frequent (  ). 

①occurrence ②attitude ③occasion ④accident (691)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(692)  In Africa today there are many people who do not have enough food, (  ) or shelter. 

①wear ②coat ③clothing ④cloth (692)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(693)  If the sun is too hot, perhaps you would like to sit in the (  ). 

①shadow ②shade ③sunlight ④darkness (693)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(694)  We secured a position where we could get a good (  ) of the festival. 

①scene ②point ③view ④scenery (694)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(695)  A (  ) is a son of one's brother or sister. 

①cousin ②uncle ③nephew ④niece (695)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(696)  My sister had a baby daughter yesterday, and she is my first (  ). 

①nephew ②niece ③cousin ④relative (696)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(697)  He has three times the (  ) of books that I have. 

①size ②volume ③number ④dimension (697)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(698)  Many teachers object to the (  ) of time children spend playing games. 

①sum ②amount ③variety ④number (698)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(699)  Fruit trees require a large (  ) of space in which to grow. 

①measure ②amount ③number ④volume (699)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(700)  Since World WarⅡ, a great (  ) of change has occurred in many parts of the world. 

①sum ②quality ③deal ④volume (700)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(701)  The air becomes cooler in proportion to its (  ) from the ground. 

①width ②depth ③distance ④length (701)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(702)  There were about 200 (  ) asleep in the hotel when it caught fire. 

①passengers ②guests ③clients ④audience (702)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(703)  A theatre in London normally has a bar where the (  ) can enjoy drinks during the intervals. 

①lookers-on ②audience ③passers ④passengers (703)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(704)  The Star Supermarket was very successful this year; it had twice as many (  ) as last year. 

①visitors ②audience ③customers ④guests (704)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(705)  The (  ) in the stands at the baseball game cheered their team on. 

①spectators ②bystanders ③congregation ④players (705)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(706)  His clinic has lost many (  ) since the scandal. 

①patiences ②patience ③patients ④patents (706)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(707)  Banks earn their living by lending money. They also receive (  ) for certain special services, 

such as safe-deposit boxes, money orders, and handling investments for individuals. 

①fees ②pays ③profits ④fares (707)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(708)  If both of us join the fitness club at the same time, the membership (  ) will be lower. 

①toll ②fare ③tax ④fee (708)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(709)  The bus (  ) from here to the university is 170 yen. 

①cost ②fare ③charge ④fee (709)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(710)  The (  ) of living is going up continuously. 

①pay ②price ③cost ④fee (710)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(711)  There is an extra (  ) for mailing packages by express mail. 

①cost ②pay ③price ④charge (711)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(712)  Banks in Japan tend to offer much lower (  ) rates than in America or Britain. 

①cost ②profit ③interest ④benefit (712)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(713)  I want to make a phone call but only have a five-dollar bill. I need some (  ). 

①small cash ②change ③return ④little money (713)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(714)  Some manufacturers went out of (  ) because of the recent recession. 

①job ②labor ③business ④work (714)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(715)  Mind your own (  ) ! 

①trouble ②trade ③business ④care (715)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(716)  There are many students who are thinking of a (  ) in tourism. 

①study ②career ③work ④grade (716)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(717)  You did an excellent (  ). 

①occupation ②business ③job ④work (717)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(718)  The father of Abraham Lincoln was a carpenter by (  ). 

①job ②trade ③work ④career (718)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(719)  He picked up a butterfly between his (  ) and forefinger. 

①thumb ②wrist ③nail ④arm (719)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(720)  A (  ) is one of the five movable parts at the end of each foot. 

①heel ②leg ③finger ④toe (720)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(721)  The words are on the tip of my (  ), but I don't quite know how to put what I want to say. 

①finger ②chin ③tongue ④nose (721)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(722)  Tom has (  ) for modern painting. 

①the eyes ②an eye ③eyes ④the eye (722)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(723)  The children were all (  ) as their father carefully unwrapped the parcel. 

①head ②feet ③eyes ④hands (723)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(724)  This glove is too big and the other is too small. (  ) fits me, so they can't be mine. 

①Neither ②Both ③It ④Either (724)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(725)  You can borrow an umbrella if you need (  ). 

①any ②it ③this ④one (725)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(726)  She gave me a lovely watch, but I lost (  ). 

①it ②some ③any ④one (726)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(727)  This rose does not smell as sweet as (  ) I bought the other day. 

①which ②such ③it ④the one (727)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(728)  The earthquake was the biggest (  ) that we had ever experienced. 

①so ②all ③one ④of (728)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(729)  The new designs are much better than the old (  ). 

①those ②ones ③that ④it (729)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(730)  The only system which will help you remember what you hear at lectures is (  ) of keeping 

notes. 

①some sort ②which ③that ④the manner (730)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(731)  This year's fashions are quite different from (  ) of last year. 

①these ②other ③those ④one (731)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(732)  Changes have taken place in many areas of national life, especially in (  ) related to housing 

and employment. 

①those ②it ③these ④that (732)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(733)  His lecture left a deep impression on the minds of (  ) present. 

①who ②whom ③those ④they (733)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(734)  We all consider (  ) wrong to cheat in exams. 

①of ②in ③it ④its (734)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(735)  I will see to (  ) that everything is ready for the coming conference. 

①one ②them ③it ④this (735)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(736)  (  ) that in August, 1984, my work obliged me to go to Okinawa. 

①That happened ②I happened ③It happened ④Happening was (736)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(737)  She is a lady and expects to be treated as (  ). 

①such  ②she ③that ④it (737)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(738)  Science as (  ) is not primarily interested in the value or worth of things. 

①known ②such ③seen ④itself (738)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(739)  His point of view is quite different from (  ). 

①me ②mine ③my ④I (739)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(740)  Take home (  ) and tell me what you think of them. 

①his these paintings ②these his paintings 

③these paintings of his ④his paintings of these (740)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(741)  I can't stand (  ) any longer. 

①that nasty attitude of his ②that his nasty attitude ③his that nasty attitude ④his nasty 

attitude of that  
 (741)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(742)  It's nice if a child can have (  ). 

①a room of his ②his only room ③a room of himself ④a room of his own  
 (742)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(743)  You can't have (  ) of these two books ― not this one, nor that one. 

①none ②either ③all ④neither (743)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(744)  Study is necessary, and so is practice. The combination will give one the ability to communicate 

in a foreign language, but (  ) will result in slow, incorrect speech. 

①either of them alone ②neither of them ③both of them ④all of them  
 (744)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(745)  You can write to me or come to see me. (  ) will do. 

①Either ②Both ③All ④One (745)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(746)  (  ) of these plans ever came anywhere near realization. 

①Anything ②None ③Anyone ④No others (746)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(747)  “How much gasoline is left in the tank?”“(  ), I'm afraid.” 

①Not one ②Nothing ③Not some ④None (747)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(748)  There are a dozen of us in the group and (  ) has his own special interest. 

①every ②all ③no ④each (748)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(749)  (  ) parents are coming to Tokyo. 

①The both his ②The both of his ③His both ④Both of his (749)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(750)  Her report covered (  ) of the information that we had to consider. 

①every ②many ③both ④all (750)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(751)  Mr. Rose is a wonderful teacher. (  ) love studying with him. 

①Every student of him ②All his students 

③Every one of his students ④His all students (751)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(752)  The Olympic Games are held (  ) four years. 

①every ②for ③each ④all (752)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(753)  I work (  ): Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

①every day ②every two other days  ③one another day ④every other day  
 (753)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(754)  (  ) tourist naturally wants to see as much as possible of the country he is visiting. 

①Few ②Some ③A lot of ④Any (754)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(755)  He left the office without saying a word to (  ). 

①no one ②one ③anyone ④someone (755)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(756)  “How about (  ) more coffee?” “Yes, please.” 

①much ②few ③some ④any (756)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(757)  (  ) students in this university don't even know how to talk to teachers. 

①Any ②Some of ③Any of ④Some (757)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(758)  (  ) understand what he was saying. 

①Anybody couldn't ②Nothing could ③Anything couldn't ④Nobody could  
 (758)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(759)  A: What present shall I take to the party? 

B: (  ) will do. 

①Anything ②All things ③Some things ④Everything (759)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(760)  After a long walk in the fields I wanted to drink (  ). 

①some to cold things ②cold something 

③something to make cold ④something cold (760)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(761)  He is (  ) of a musician. 

①anyone ②something ③somebody ④anybody (761)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(762)  He thinks himself to be somebody, but really he is (  ). 

①someone ②none ③anybody ④nobody (762)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(763)  There was always (  ) her. 

①a little sad point of ②something a little sad about 

③a little bit sad in ④some of a little sadness into (763)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(764)  There's (  ) like a long hot bath after a day's climbing. 

①nothing ②anything ③everything ④something (764)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(765)  We talked (  ) what we ought to do. 

①with each other about ②each other ③one another ④one another about  
 (765)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(766)  There are two reasons for our decision, and you know one of them. Now I'll tell you (  ). 

①another ②the others ③other ④the other (766)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(767)  I've already had one bad experience buying goods by mail order and I don't want (  ). 

 ①at all ②other ③another ④any longer (767)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(768)  Two of these three students can speak English; (  ) cannot. 

①the other ②the others ③another ④someone (768)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(769)  Only about a half of these students are natives of Tokyo; (  ) come from the provinces. 

①the others ②another ③the other ④others (769)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(770)  The students all got off the bus when it reached the park. In the park, (  ) sat on benches and 

others strolled about. 

①many ②some ③boys ④people (770)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(771)  What they say is one thing; what they actually do is (  ). 

①other ②others ③another ④the other (771)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(772)  We had better apologize to her for it in some way (  ). 

①or other ②or else ③and so on ④or so (772)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(773)  Some wise man once said that life consists of one disappointment after (  ). 

①others ②other ③any other ④another (773)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(774)  In (  ) two weeks, I will be in San Francisco. 

①other ②another ③later ④more (774)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(775)  Can you bring (  ) dozen cookies for the bake sale? 

①other ②about ③another ④more (775)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(776)  We were given nothing (  ) than dry bread and water for our evening meal. 

①other ②except ③particular  ④but (776)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(777)  The man I saw was (  ) than the President himself. 

①not other ②not else ③none other ④no one (777)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(778)  (  ) Japanese people eat rice at least once a day. 

①Most the ②Most ③Most of ④Almost (778)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(779)  (  ) the great nations of Europe hold first place in some special branch of art or of thought: 

Italy in painting, Germany in music and philosophy, England in poetry and science. 

①The most of ②Almost of ③The almost of ④Most of (779)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(780)  (  ) my records were imported from Germany. 

①Most ②Almost all ③Almost ④Almost of (780)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(781)  “Do you think we'll have good weather?”“I hope (  ).” 

①so ②for ③it ④to (781)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(782)  “Frank drives much too fast. Someday he'll have a terrible accident.” 

“Oh, (  ).” 

①I'm afraid not ②I'm not afraid so ③I hope not ④I don't hope so  
 (782)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(783)  Jim: Is Mary coming today? 

Sue: I (  ). She is sick. 

①suppose her not ②don't suppose ③don't suppose her to ④suppose not  
 (783)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(784)  They played games, made good friends, and enjoyed (  ) very much. 

①there ②time ③themselves  ④them (784)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(785)  He was patience (  ). 

①himself ②itself ③all ④at all (785)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(786)  If you don't believe me, go and see (  ). 

①by your own ②your meaning ③it through ④for yourself (786)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(787)  How lonely and helpless she must feel left all (  ) ! 

①work and no play ②over the world ③by herself ④the more (787)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(788)  Hard work (  ) is a rich source of happiness. 

①in itself ②of itself ③for itself ④to itself (788)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(789)  When I was invited to the party, I was (  ) myself with pleasure. 

①for ②at ③beside ④over (789)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(790)  I burst out laughing (  ) myself. 

①in spite of ②against ③regardless of ④forgetting about (790)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(791)  This wide part of the river was a popular stretch for tourist boats, but today the party had it all 

(  ). 

①with themselves ①by themselves ③to themselves ④in themselves (791)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(792)  I know a woman (  ) first and last names are the same as mine. 

①what ②who ③whose ④which (792)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(793)  What is the name of the building (  )? 

①that you can see its roof ②whose roof you can see 

③which you can see the roof ④which roof you can see (793)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(794)  He mentioned a book (  ) I can't remember now. 

①with the title which ②the title of which ③in which the title ④which title  



 (794)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(795)  Who (  ) has read Shakespeare's beautiful poems can forget their fascination? 

①which ②that ③whom ④who (795)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(796)  He is not the man (  ) he was when I first knew him. 

①which ②whom ③what ④that (796)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(797)  She is not such a bad girl (  ) you imagine. 

①as ②that ③but ④who (797)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(798)  Remember (  ) I've just told you. It'll be very important when you grow up. 

①what ②as ③which ④that (798)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(799)  (  ) seems easy at first often turns out to be difficult. 

①Which ②What ③It ④That (799)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(800)  Poor planning may result in choosing a job (  ) you will not be truly successful. 

①of which ②that ③in which ④to whom (800)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(801)  This is the magazine I (  ). 

①spoke to you about ②spoke to you ③spoke you about ④spoke you (801)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(802)  This is (  ) you have to do now. 

①that ②which ③only ④all (802)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(803)  (  ) last night wasn't very comfortable. 

①The bed in that I slept ②The bed I slept 

③The bed in I slept ④The bed I slept in (803)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(804)  A friend of mine (  ) I supposed would pass the examination has failed. 

①of whom ②who ③whom ④as (804)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(805)  There are some tools (  ). 

①with which to do the job easily 

②easily with which to do the job 

③with which the job to do easily 

④which to do the job easily with (805)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(806)  The firemen had trouble getting to the street (  ) the houses were on fire. 

①which ②where ③how ④that (806)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(807)  Stratford-upon-Avon, (  ) is on the river Avon, is famous as Shakespeare's birthplace. 

①what ②which ③as ④where (807)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(808)  New York is a city (  ) I have long wanted to visit. 

①who ②what ③which ④where (808)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(809)  Last night Cindy told me about her new job in Tokyo, (  ) she appears to be enjoying very 

much. 

①what ②when ③which ④where (809)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(810)  This is the reason for (  ) he did it. 

①that ②which ③what ④why (810)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(811)  The enemy was within about twenty paces of (  ) we had been sitting. 

①what ②the place of ③where ④which (811)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(812)  Pat is very talkative. That's (  ) I don't like him. 

①why ②because ③what ④that (812)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(813)  A large proportion of (  ) English-speaking people watch on TV is of American origin. 

①which ②where ③what ④that (813)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(814)  He said he couldn't speak Russian, (  ) was untrue. 

①why ②how ③what ④which (814)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(815)  He was a foreigner, (  ) they perceived from his accent. 

①as ②so ③what ④because (815)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(816)  (  ) of a novelist, he has the ability to make acute observations of people. 

①Judging ②Viewing ③As might be expected ④As a viewpoint (816)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(817)  Were I wealthy, (  ) I'm not, I would still go to work every day. 

①which ②what ③while ④so (817)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(818)  There is no one (  ) knows that the earth is round. 

①that ②as ③but ④who (818)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(819)  Tom has a lot of friends, many of whom (  ). 

①he was at school with ②he was together at school 

③he was at school together ④he was at school with them (819)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(820)  He is (  ) is called a self-made man. 

①what ②that ③who ④which (820)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(821)  Never forget that you owe (  ) you are to your parents. 

①what ②why ③where ④that (821)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(822)  I was told to go not on foot but by bus, (  ) I followed. 

①however ②but consequently ③which advice ④though (822)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(823)  I may have to work, (  ) I'll call you. 

①whereby ②wherefore ③in which case ④for which (823)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(824)  Please feel free to contact me. I'm willing to give you (  ) help I can. 

①what ②whose ③which ④that (824)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(825)  (  ) will be welcome. 

①Whoever that can ②Whoever ③Whoever comes ④Whoever that comes  
 (825)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(826)  I copied in my notebook (  ) he wrote on the blackboard. 

①whatever ②however ③that ④whoever (826)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(827)  We will elect (  ) we believe is trustworthy. 

①those who ②whomever ③of whom ④whoever (827)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(828)  (  ) happens you may rely on my friendship. 

①However ②Whenever ③Whoever ④Whatever (828)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(829)  I want that picture (  ) what I have to do to get it. 

①no matter ②no wonder ③and all that ④so that (829)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(830)  (  ) sport or outdoor activity you enjoy, there's probably somewhere in Britain that offers it. 

①However ②Wherever ③Whatever ④Whenever (830)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(831)  (  ) you go, you have to remember that you can use your credit card. 

①Whatever ②Wherever ③How ④Whichever (831)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(832)  I'd rather have a room of my own, (  ) small it may be. 

①no matter ②whatever ③even if ④however (832)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(833)  (  ) busy I am in the morning, I make a point of glancing at the newspaper. 

①Although ②No matter how ③Whatever ④Even if (833)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(834)  It has often been said that facts are to the scientist (  ) words are to the poet. 

①of ②for ③which ④what (834)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(835)  The day was rainy, and (  ) was worse, stormy. 

①which ②so ③such ④what (835)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(836)  The time will come (  ) every one of us uses a computer. 

①why ②when ③wherever ④whatever (836)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(837)  I wish that when I was eighteen, I had known somebody like I am now at fifty-three, an older 

person with hard-won wisdom (  ) I could have gone for advice. 

①to whom ②which ③with which ④for whom (837)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(838)  Understanding is (  ) penetrating knowledge that grows from theory, practice, and humility. 

①what ②that which ③that ④that the (838)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(839)  What can you do to make those immature boys (  ) they should be? 

①that ②why ③what ④who (839)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(840)  The hospital has two spare beds on the second floor, (  ) has been used for years. You are 

welcome to use either one of them. 

①one of which ②neither of which ③both of which ④all of which (840)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(841)  From (  ) they look, I would say that they failed. 

①the point ②the way ③at which ④what (841)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(842)  (  ) your trust in your ability, and you will never fail completely. 

①Place ②Placed ③Placing ④If you place (842)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(843)  George was good at arithmetic, (  ) he never got an A. 

①then ②and ③on the contrary ④yet (843)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(844)  Tenants must not use the apartment for (  ) business or profit. 

①neither ②no ③either ④all (844)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(845)  Poor woman ! She doesn't have any friends (  ) relatives to take care of her. 

①neither ②and ③either ④or (845)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(846)  What he says is based on supposition, not (  ). 

①at all ②a few ③a bit ④on fact (846)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(847)  Energy needs are not going to decrease, (  ) are energy sources going to increase. 

①though ②or ③nor ④but (847)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(848)  (  ) there is a difficulty in the plan is obvious. 

①That ②What ③Whatever ④Therefore (848)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(849)  John asked Mary (  ) she would like to go shopping in the afternoon. 

①that ②if ③whom ④what (849)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(850)  Physical and mental tests determine (  ) applicants will be admitted into one of the military 

services. 

①how ②whether ③unless ④that (850)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(851)  I'm worried (  ) she is happy. 

①about if ②about whether ③about that ④as if (851)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(852)  Every man's work, (  ) literature or music or architecture or anything else, is always a portrait 

of himself. 

①whichever it is ②whether it is ③however ④no matter what it is (852)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(853)  The reason I came late was (  ) I overslept. 

①that ②which ③as ④why (853)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(854)  I regard myself as fortunate in (  ) I have so many friends. 

①which ②how ③that ④what (854)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(855)  I know nothing about Mr. Brown (  ) that he lives next door. 

①excluding ②except ③else ④without (855)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(856)  There is no certainty (  ) the meeting will be successful. 

①which ②if ③that ④what (856)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(857)  The rumor passed from mouth to mouth (  ) he was alive somewhere in the mountains. 

①what ②however ③which ④that (857)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(858)  My uncle broke his promise to take us to the beach. (  ) my sister was disappointed, her face 

didn't show it. 

①However ②If ③Then ④Even (858)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(859)  Don't just sit around waiting for someone to help you. Nobody is going to help you (  ) you 

ask. 

①without ②else ③unless ④what (859)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(860)  I'll be surprised (  ) an accident. He drives too fast. 

①if Tom has ②unless Tom doesn't have ③if Tom doesn't have ④unless Tom has  
 (860)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(861)  (  ), I still say we drop the project, because it has already cost too much. 

①Unless the performance is good 

②Even if the performance is good 

③Whereas the performance is good 

④Since the performance is good (861)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(862)  Dark (  ) it was, we managed to find our way home. 

①as ②before ③although ④after (862)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(863)  (  ) winters in Britain are cold and there is usually snow, there are very few ski resorts. 

①As ②When ③Since ④Although (863)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(864)  (  ) I don't like carrots, I eat them because my doctor has ordered me to. 

①Even though ②In spite of ③Even so ④Despite (864)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(865)  It is often said that an American starts a speech with a joke, (  ) a Japanese has an apology to 

make. 

①what ②which ③that ④while (865)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(866)  (  ) spring comes, many professors move their classes outdoors. 

①Since ②Although ③When ④However (866)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(867)  How silly it is of you to take a taxi (  ) you could easily walk home ! 

①when ②after ③as ④unless (867)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(868)  (  ) you condemn him, put yourself in his place. 

①Before ②Because ③Unless ④While (868)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(869)  (  ) he graduated from high school, he has not done anything.. 

①When ②Until ③Since ④Before (869)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(870)  I'll be back in Japan (  ) this letter reaches you. 

①until ②by the time ③now that ④if (870)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(871)  You can't vote (  ) you have satisfied all the formal conditions. 

①since ②until ③when ④whenever (871)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(872)  The trouble is, (  ) we get used to watching TV, we gradually watch it more and more. 

①once ②that ③so ④what (872)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(873)  It was not (  ) I was away from home that I realized how much I loved my parents. 

①during ②if ③until ④as (873)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(874)  Mr. Smith grew colder and colder (  ) finally he got up and left the room. 

①whenever ②than ③as ④until (874)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(875)  Hanako hardly ever goes out any more, even with friends, (  ) she's married and has two kids. 

①in case ②now that ③as soon as ④unless (875)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(876)  (  ) she was tired, she decided to take the bus instead of walking home. 

①Since ②However ③No matter how ④Ever since (876)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(877)  A book is not always a good book just (  ) it is written by a famous writer. 

①since ②because ③though ④for (877)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(878)  It was a long while (  ). 

①unless she understood ②after she understood me 

③before she understood me ④until she did not understand me (878)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(879)  (  ) he heard the fire bell, he rushed out of the room. 

①The moment ②To the minute ③No sooner ④In an instant (879)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(880)  (  ) the first page of the book when the doorbell rang. 

①I had read hardly ②Hardly I had read ③I hardly had read ④I had hardly read  
 (880)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(881)  The ship had (  ) gone out to sea when she was overtaken by a storm. 

①scarcely ②seldom ③merely ④rarely (881)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(882)  No sooner had we got up on deck (  ) a native gave a loud shout. 

①where ②when ③that ④than (882)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(883)  She should have done (  ) she was told. Then she wouldn't have made mistakes. 

①as ②so ③that ④which (883)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(884)  If you pronounce it (  ) I taught you, you'll always get it right. 

①the same ②as the way ③when ④the way (884)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(885)  I wonder if we are able to see those who are very close to us (  ). 

①as it is ②as they really are ③as it were ④as if they really are (885)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(886)  So (  ) as I am concerned, you may leave whenever you like. 

①long ②far ③many ④much (886)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(887)  You can borrow my bicycle, (  ) you are careful with it. 

①even if ②as long as ③while ④when (887)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(888)  A: Does Jack live in the suburbs or in the center of the city? 

B: (  ) I know, he lives near the center. 

①As long as ②As far as ③So long as ④As much as (888)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(889)  Let's take an express train (  ) we can get there 20 minutes earlier. 

①so that ②while ③in order ④such as (889)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(890)  Mary didn't want to walk at night on her own (  ) something terrible would happen to her. 

①unless ②so that ③for fear that ④despite the fact that (890)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(891)  Let's get going now in case the bus (  ) early. 

①leaves ②won't leave ③doesn't leave ④will leave (891)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(892)  (  ) an accident, report it to me at once. 

①If you will have ②In addition to ③Being had ④In case there is (892)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(893)  Kinesics, the study of body language, is so new as a science (  ) its authorities can be counted 

on the fingers of one hand. 

①as ②since ③that ④unless (893)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(894)  Pollution has reached (  ) proportions that we are barely able to cope with it. 

①such ②great ③many ④so (894)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(895)  It was (  ) nice weather that we were able to go swimming. 

①quite ②such ③much ④so (895)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(896)  When she saw all her children safe at home, her delight was (  ) that she could not speak a 

word. 

①so ②very much ③such ④great (896)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(897)  I don't mind lending you the money (  ) you pay it back within a year. 

①provided ②whether ③supposed ④which (897)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(898)  You can borrow two books (  ) condition that you bring them back within a week. 

①by ②on ③at ④with (898)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(899)  (  ) was Linda's disappointment that she burst into tears. 

①Such ②So ③It ④This (899)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(900)  Living (  ) I do so remote from town, I rarely meet people. 

①while ②if ③as ④though (900)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(901)  I taped the artist's speech (  ) my students could listen to it later. 

①so ②in case ③which ④if (901)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(902)  Literature (  ) we understand it should interest everyone. 

①which ②what ③that ④as (902)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(903)  They say Bob has been arrested. (  ) it true or not, I will still be his friend. 

①Let ②Make ③Be ④Have (903)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(904)  You can hire a bicycle (  ) the hour at this shop. 

①by ②to ③with ④at (904)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(905)  (  ) the last war, coffee has been getting more popular with the English. 

①Over ②Since ③As ④During (905)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(906)  (  ) four years in Greece, Taro longed for the familiar sights of Kyoto. 

①Since ②After ③By ④As (906)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(907)  We shall go on studying this book (  ) the end of the year. 

①since ②for ③till ④by (907)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(908)  If we take an express, we'll get home (  ) seven o'clock. 

①until ②by ③on ④in (908)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(909)  That bus will get her to Osaka (  ) five hours. 

①for ②in ③with ④at (909)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(910)  Your mail is due to arrive here (  ) a week. 

①on ②for ③within ④until (910)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(911)  There will be one ten-minute interval (  ) the performance. 

①since ②during ③while ④for (911)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(912)  The heavy rainfall has caused vegetable prices to rise daily (  ) the last two months. 

①for ②by ③with ④since (912)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(913)  This store stays open all (  ) the night. 

①within ②by ③for ④through (913)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(914)  I went back to my hometown for the first time (  ) ten years. 

①of ②during ③before ④in (914)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(915)  (  ) a cold night in February I had an unexpected visit from him. 

①In ②To ③On ④At (915)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(916)  (  ) noon the fog began to disappear, and the sun broke through. 

①Against ②Toward ③To ④Over (916)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(917)  The sun rises (  ) the east. 

①at ②to ③under ④in (917)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(918)  He was born in a small town (  ) the Thames. 

①on ②in ③at ④of (918)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(919)  It takes only a few hours to fly (  ) the Atlantic. 

①past ②through ③across ④along (919)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(920)  Life changes constantly. Change will always be (  ) us. 

①doing ②with ③happening ④besides (920)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(921)  Mr. Miller walked (  ) the forest. 

①through ②over ③cross ④among (921)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(922)  My brother's an authority (  ) philosophy. 

①at ②on ③with ④to (922)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(923)  The Prime Minister made a short speech in America (  ) an interpreter. 

①in ②between ③from ④through (923)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(924)  We danced (  ) the music of that famous band for hours. 

①with ②of ③by ④to (924)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(925)  This chimney is (  ) brick. 

①building of ②made of ③built by ④making by (925)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(926)  Water turns (  ) ice at 32°F. 

①into ②off ③up ④out (926)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(927)  (  ) all the magazines on the shelf, there was one that was very interesting. 

①Between ②Among ③From ④By (927)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(928)  The proposal was dropped because seven people out of ten voted (  ) it. 

①for ②against ③in ④contrary to (928)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(929)  It is more difficult to swim (  ) the stream than to swim with it. 

①for ②against ③down ④within (929)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(930)  This city is three hundred feet (  ) sea level. 

①above ②on ③beyond ④up (930)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(931)  (  ) our surprise, she has gone to Brazil alone. 

①With ②In ③For ④To (931)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(932)  That girl (  ) white is a nurse.. 

①of ②with ③in ④on (932)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(933)  Do you have any money (  ) you? 

①over ②with ③to ④in (933)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(934)  Tonight the stars are shining out brilliantly (  ) a black sky. 

①against ②around ③to ④towards (934)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(935)  He bought a new camera (  ) twenty thousand yen. 

①in ②by ③for ④on (935)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(936)  (  ) are you moving the furniture for? 

①Where ②Why ③How ④What (936)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(937)  These kinds of books are (  ) little value. 

①of ②without ③with ④having (937)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(938)  This problem is too difficult. It's (  ) me. 

①behind ②beyond ③below ④beside (938)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(939)  (  ) you and me, John's idea doesn't appeal to me very much. 

①Among ②Between ③Both ④Either (939)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(940)  The population in this city rose (  ) 15,000 last year to 2.5 million. 

①into ②with ③at ④by (940)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(941)  The president and the secretary talked (  ) a cup of coffee. 

①off ②on ③over ④of (941)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(942)  A language may extend (  ) national and cultural boundaries. 

①out ②beyond ③on ④in (942)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(943)  The world population is increasing (  ) a surprising rate. 

①for ②at ③by ④to (943)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(944)  These two streets separate (  ) the branches of a Y. 

①from ②like ③by ④on (944)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(945)  Tom is very tall, (  ) his brothers and sisters. 

①unlike ②out of ③in ④for (945)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(946)  I'm not worried about anything (  ) the money. 

①less ②mainly ③except ④more (946)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(947)  I have read all (  ) the last page. 

①by ②for ③with ④but (947)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(948)  Three of my friends, (  ) me, were admitted to the bar. 

①save for ②along ③besides ④except (948)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(949)  He stared me (  ) the face. 

①on ②in ③to ④at (949)

 ＿＿＿＿ 



 
(950)  She shook the child roughly (  ) the arm. 

①with ②on ③by ④under (950)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(951)  Today's high temperature set a new record. It's extremely hot (  ) this time of the year. 

①in ②for ③on ④to (951)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(952)  (  ) his many hours of study, he did not make much progress in German. 

①Despite ②Because of ③Besides ④Instead of (952)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(953)  I don't think the car is going (  ) the right direction. 

①to ②in ③at ④on (953)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(954)  Though he is poor, he is (  ) telling lies. 

①within ②under ③on ④above (954)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(955)  (  ) taking the regular tests, we have to hand in a long essay. 

①Behind ②Above all ③As well ④In addition to (955)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(956)  The thief ran away at the (  ) of a policeman. 

①scenery ②sight ③screen ④seeing (956)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(957)  I have never seen him smile (  ) the presence of others. 

①under ②at ③by ④in (957)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(958)  He wanted to succeed even at the (  ) of his health. 

①mercy ②danger ③service ④expense (958)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(959)  Farmers are always (  ) the weather. 

①depended on ②at the mercy of ③merciful of ④dependent in (959)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(960)  We express our thoughts by (  ) of words. 

①method ②ways ③help ④means (960)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(961)  (  ) the sunny weather, the air was rather chilly. 

①In spite of ②In front of ③Instead of ④In place of (961)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(962)  We had to drive very slowly (  ) fog. 

①according to ②instead of ③on account of ④by means of (962)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(963)  Lawyers argue on (  ) of their clients. 

①side ②target ③behalf ④board (963)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(964)  I stayed home all day (  ) going to work. 

①without ②instead of ③except ④beside (964)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(965)  (  ) respect to these letters, the best thing is to burn them. 

①By ②Without ③On ④With (965)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(966)  Several members preferred the second resolution and spoke in (  ) of it. 

①favor ②opposition ③benefit ④opinion (966)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(967)  She sat still for (  ) of waking the baby. 

①the sake ②fear ③a rest ④the purpose (967)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(968)  He succeeded in the (  ) of many difficulties. 

①shape ②cause ③way ④face (968)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(969)  The plan was a good one (  ) from its cost. 

①fresh ②far ③apart ④away (969)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(970)  He is (  ) the men's clothing department. 

①the charge of ②charging to ③charge of ④in charge of (970)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(971)  New evidence in (  ) of the existence of an ancient village at the foot of Mt. Asama has 

recently been published. 

①relief ②support ③help ④place (971)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(972)  The fine statue of Hachiko, a faithful dog, stands (  ) the middle of the busy square in front of 

Shibuya Station. 

①in ②among ③at ④on (972)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(973)  Some writers have used the term‘civilization’in (  ) with the term‘culture’. 

①contrast ②contact ③contrary ④contract (973)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(974)  (  ) his good education, Taro knew little about Japan, because he had left Japan when he was 

very young. 

①Along with ②Instead of ③With all ④In place of (974)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(975)  She was unhappy (  ) all her wealth. 

①to ②for ③on ④from (975)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(976)  We should admit that there are still many things whose worth cannot be expressed (  ) money. 

①in terms of ②in part for ③in favor of ④in exchange for (976)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(977)  Car manufacturing is carried out by computer-programmed robots (  ) human workers. 

①in opposition to ②in spite of ③by way of ④in place of (977)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(978)  She was able to go to college (  ) the scholarship. 

①according to ②thanks to ③in ④to (978)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(979)  His ideas were far in (  ) of the age in which he lived. 

①advance ②addition ③advantage ④adventure (979)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(980)  This company does not discriminate but employs people (  ) their sex or race. 

①according to ②regardless of ③in favor of ④because of (980)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(981)  A“red-letter day”was originally a holy day on which a church festival took place (  ) a saint. 

①for fear of ②in spite of ③in honor of ④in terms of (981)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(982)  Mark gave her a gold brooch (  ) his love and esteem. 

①in token of ②in spite of ③in back of ④in charge of (982)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(983)  Their salaries are set (  ) their sales. 

①in proportion of ②of proportion to ③proportion to ④in proportion to  
 (983)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(984)  She studied hard with a (  ) to becoming a teacher of Japanese. 

①hope ②view ③means ④purpose (984)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(985)  (  ) case of fire, break this window and go down the emergency staircase. 

①On ②For ③At ④In (985)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(986)  According (  ) the newspapers, he will be here today. 

①to ②for ③by ④with (986)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(987)  I have done the best I could to help you. The rest is (  ) you. 

①up against ②up on ③up to ④up for (987)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(988)  The landlady asked Kitty to leave her apartment immediately, and she was quite at a loss (  ) 

where she would move. 

①as to ②so much ③as far ④for to (988)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(989)  I'm going to sketch in a bit of the background (  ) introduction.. 

①because of ②according to ③with respect to ④by way of (989)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(990)  (  ) was happy over the victory. 

①Either the coach or the players 

②Not only the players but also the coach 

③The players as well as the coach 

④Both the players and the coach (990)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(991)  (  ) I am mistaken. 

①Neither you nor ②You as well as ③Both you and ④Whether you or  



 (991)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(992)  Two thirds of the work (  ) finished. 

①will ②did ③are ④is (992)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(993)  Make sure that the sick (  ) properly looked after. 

①has ②are ③will have ④is (993)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(994)  Five kilometers (  ) a long way if people have to walk. 

①is ②are ③were ④was (994)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(995)  Statistics (  ) a required course for majors in economics. 

①is being ②are ③is ④are being (995)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(996)  The poet and scholar (  ) dead. 

①have been ②is ③are ④am (996)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(997)  The English (  ) hardy people. 

①are to be ②is ③is a ④are a (997)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(998)  The number of students who came up with some answer or other (  ) small. 

①have been ②being ③were ④was (998)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(999)  In America a number of parents (  ) angry and worried that guns might easily fall into the 

hands of their children. 

“O.K., (  ) not?” 

①who are ②who is ③are ④is (999)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1000)  Extra police (  ) to the scene of the trouble. 

①were sent ②has been sent ③has sent ④was sent (1000)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1001)  (  ) do you think of the new teacher? 

①Which ②How ③Whom ④What (1001)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1002)  We'd like to hear some more ideas. (  ) of this matter? 

①What do you speak ②What's your opinion ③How do you think ④Do you say any ideas  
 (1002)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(1003)  (  ) do you think the population of Osaka is? 

①How much ②How ③How many ④How large (1003)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1004)  (  ) the population of Japan? 

①What is ②What number is ③How much is ④How many are (1004)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1005)  (  ) are you to talk to me like that? 

①When ②How ③Why ④Who (1005)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(1006)  “How (  ) does the bus leave?” 

“It will start in a few minutes.” 

①rapidly ②soon ③hastily ④fast (1006)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1007)  We know that the museum opens at nine o'clock, but we don't know (  ) it is open. 

①up to when ②by when ③how late ④what time (1007)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1008)  Do you know how (  ) in the evening the show begins? 

①rapidly ②quickly ③early ④fast (1008)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1009)  “(  ) you're so late?”“I got lost on the way.” 

①How come ②What do you say ③Why ④How about (1009)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1010)  “(  ) about going on a hike?”“That's a good idea.” 

①Why ②When ③How ④Which (1010)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1011)  What is the weather in your home town (  ) about this time of the year? 

①liked ②alike ③like ④likely (1011)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1012)  Do you have any idea (  ) 

①when the bank closes? ②when does close the bank? 

③when closes the bank? ④when does the bank close? (1012)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1013)  (  ) was the writer of this novel? 

①Do you think who ②Do you think whom ③Who do you think ④Whom do you think  
 (1013)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(1014)  It is a pity that nobody was saved in the accident, (  ) it? 

①was ②isn't ③doesn't ④does (1014)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1015)  Tom almost never studied while he was at college, (  )? 

①was he ②didn't he ③did he ④wasn't he (1015)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1016)  Let's go for a walk, (  )? 

①will you ②do you ③shall we ④don't you (1016)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1017)  Let me take a look at that photo, (  )? 

①don't we ②shall we ③will you ④don't you (1017)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1018)  Mary scarcely seems to care for me, (  )? 

①does she ②does not she ③does she not ④doesn't she (1018)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1019)  Tom: I can't decide which one to buy. 

Liz: You've got plenty of money, so (  ) all of them? 

①why don't buy ②why not to buy ③why not buy ④why buy not (1019)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(1020)  “Hey, what do you say to a cup of coffee?” 

“OK, (  ) not?” 

①could ②certainly ③if ④why (1020)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1021)  I hear that a farewell party for Mr. Anderson is to be held (  ). 

①on the 21st Tuesday, April ②on Tuesday, April the 21st 

③in April the 21st Tuesday ④in April Tuesday the 21st (1021)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1022)  My brother was born (  ). 

①in March, 1970 ②1970, in March ③1970, on March ④on March, 1970  
 (1022)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(1023)  Philosophy is not (  ) as you imagine it is. 

①so difficult a subject ②a so difficult subject 

③so difficult subject ④so a difficult subject (1023)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1024)  The businessman was leading (  ) to spend weekends with his family. 

①a life so busy ②so a busy life ③too busy life ④too busy a life (1024)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1025)  It's (  ) today that we ought to take advantage of it by doing something outside. 

①so beautiful a day ②so a beautiful day ③such nice day ④such a fine weather  
 (1025)
 ＿＿＿＿ 

(1026)  The waiter was (  ) we didn't like to complain about the meal. 

①such a nice man that ②a so nice man that 

③such nice man that ④so a nice man that (1026)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1027)  She has been here before, and (  ). 

①so have I ②so I did ③so am I ④so did I (1027)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1028)  You said she was kind and so (  ). 

①you are ②do you ③is she ④she is (1028)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1029)  My wife doesn't usually drink coffee at night, and (  ). 

①I neither do ②neither do I ③I do neither ④neither I do (1029)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1030)  Not until the end of the nineteenth century (  ) become a scientific discipline. 

①have plant breeding ②did plant breeding 

③plant breeding had ④plant breeding have (1030)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1031)  Under no circumstances (  ) unlocked. 

①must the door leave ②must not the door be left 

③must the door be left ④the door must not leave (1031)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1032)  His father, (  ), is over seventy. 

①he seems ②he seems like ③he looks like ④it seems (1032)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(1033)  John didn't go to the party, and Mary didn't either. That is, (  ). 

①neither of them went to the party 

②either of them didn't go to the party 

③either of them went to the party 

④John and Mary never went to the party together (1033)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1034)  The Tigers lost the first game of the doubleheader, but didn't lose (  ) the games. 

①either ②all ③both ④neither of (1034)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1035)  You cannot (  ) see the star with the naked eye. 

①scarcely ②hardly ③help ④necessarily (1035)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1036)  I am not in the (  ) anxious about it. 

①latest ②least ③all ④last (1036)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1037)  These chairs are (  ). They are just not good enough. 

①by no means satisfactory 

②by all means satisfactory 

③not satisfied by all means 

④not by some means satisfactory (1037)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1038)  On (  ) account should you leave the door unlocked while driving. 

①every ②good ③no ④some (1038)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1039)  There can be no doubt (  ) about it. 

①whomever ②whichever ③whoever ④whatever (1039)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1040)  He never climbs a mountain (  ) bringing home a little rock. 

①on ②but ③if ④without (1040)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1041)  It never rains (  ) it pours. 

①but ②while ③as ④and (1041)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1042)  You are the (  ) person I would have expected to see here. 

①surprising ②last ③least ④rare (1042)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1043)  Despite the careful treatment, life in the hospital was (  ) comfortable. 

①anything from ②anything but ③more than ④far more (1043)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1044)  Everybody expected the musical to be a great hit, but it was (  ) from being a success. 

①distant ②opposite ③away ④far (1044)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1045)  Most of the job is complete, but a few things (  ) done. 

①remaining to be ②remainder to be ③remain to be ④have remain to be  
 (1045)
 ＿＿＿＿ 



(1046)  It is yet (  ) whether this plan will succeed. 

①much to do ②impossible ③to be seen ④unfinished (1046)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1047)  I don't like cats and my brother doesn't, (  ). 

①also ②too ③neither ④either (1047)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1048)  Some books, if (  ) carelessly, will do more harm than good. 

①in reading ②to read ③reading ④read (1048)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1049)  He is not a talkative man; he does not speak (  ) spoken to. 

①although ②whether ③lest ④unless (1049)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1050)  If (  ) kept to oneself, a secret will cease to be one. 

①only ②it ③you ④not (1050)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1051)  In 1939, (  ), everybody wanted war. 

①such as 1914 ②as 1914 ③as in 1914 ④like as 1914 (1051)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1052)  My father is as fond of books as my uncle is (  ) paintings. 

①at ②of ③to ④for (1052)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1053)  (  ) they will win the game in the end. 

①Not any doubt ②No doubtfully ③Not doubt ④No doubt (1053)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1054)  Science is based on very careful observations; (  ) possible, these observations must be 

measured. 

①whoever ②whichever ③wherever ④whomever (1054)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1055)  Would you read my letter and correct the mistakes, if (  )? 

①any ②ever ③never ④not (1055)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1056)  It is possible, if (  ) probable, that there will be a war between the two countries. 

①ever ②so ③not ④any (1056)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1057)  There is little, (  ) any, hope of her recovery. 

①but ②unless ③if ④when (1057)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1058)  He has seldom, if (  ), spoken in public. 

①so ②ever ③any ④little (1058)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1059)  Is anybody feeling cold? If (  ), let's turn the central heating off. 

①ever ②yes ③so ④not (1059)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 



(1060)  He seems a very nice person. Even (  ), I don't really trust him. 

①so ②nice ③if ④though (1060)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1061)  His condition was, if (  ), worse than in the morning. 

①anything ②at all ③ever ④something (1061)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1062)  (  ) if she should find this out? 

①Which ②How ③Who ④What (1062)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1063)  Why on (  ) did you sell your newly-built house? 

①ground ②reason ③place ④earth (1063)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1064)  It was this hospital (  ). 

①which I visited last month 

②that I was born 

③that I first met her 

④where was investigated by the police (1064)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1065)  What is it (  ) you really want to say? 

①where ②that ③what ④how (1065)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
 
(1066)  It wasn't Mary that he went to the museum with. He (  ). 

①went only with Mary ②went with Sue 

③didn't go with anyone else ④didn't go anywhere (1066)

 ＿＿＿＿ 
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(812) ① ◆812  

(813) ③ ◆813  

(814) ④ ◆814  

(815) ① ◆815  

(816) ③ ◆816  

(817) ① ◆817  

(818) ③ ◆818  

(819) ① ◆819  

(820) ① ◆820  

(821) ① ◆821  

(822) ③ ◆822  



(823) ③ ◆823  

(824) ① ◆824  

(825) ③ ◆825  

(826) ① ◆826  

(827) ④ ◆827  

(828) ④ ◆828  

(829) ① ◆829  

(830) ③ ◆830  

(831) ② ◆831  

(832) ④ ◆832  

(833) ② ◆833  

(834) ④ ◆834  

(835) ④ ◆835  

(836) ② ◆836  

(837) ① ◆837  

(838) ③ ◆838  

(839) ③ ◆839  

(840) ② ◆840  

(841) ② ◆841  

(842) ① ◆842  

(843) ④ ◆843  

(844) ③ ◆844  

(845) ④ ◆845  

(846) ④ ◆846  

(847) ③ ◆847  

(848) ① ◆848  

(849) ② ◆849  

(850) ② ◆850  

(851) ② ◆851  

(852) ② ◆852  

(853) ① ◆853  

(854) ③ ◆854  

(855) ② ◆855  



(856) ③ ◆856  

(857) ④ ◆857  

(858) ② ◆858  

(859) ③ ◆859  

(860) ③ ◆860  

(861) ② ◆861  

(862) ① ◆862  

(863) ④ ◆863  

(864) ① ◆864  

(865) ④ ◆865  

(866) ③ ◆866  

(867) ① ◆867  

(868) ① ◆868  

(869) ③ ◆869  

(870) ② ◆870  

(871) ② ◆871  

(872) ① ◆872  

(873) ③ ◆873  

(874) ④ ◆874  

(875) ② ◆875  

(876) ① ◆876  

(877) ② ◆877  

(878) ③ ◆878  

(879) ① ◆879  

(880) ④ ◆880  

(881) ① ◆881  

(882) ④ ◆882  

(883) ① ◆883  

(884) ④ ◆884  

(885) ② ◆885  

(886) ② ◆886  

(887) ② ◆887  

(888) ② ◆888  



(889) ① ◆889  

(890) ③ ◆890  

(891) ① ◆891  

(892) ④ ◆892  

(893) ③ ◆893  

(894) ① ◆894  

(895) ② ◆895  

(896) ③ ◆896  

(897) ① ◆897  

(898) ② ◆898  

(899) ① ◆899  

(900) ③ ◆900  

(901) ① ◆901  

(902) ④ ◆902  

(903) ③ ◆903  

(904) ① ◆904  

(905) ② ◆905  

(906) ② ◆906  

(907) ③ ◆907  

(908) ② ◆908  

(909) ② ◆909  

(910) ③ ◆910  

(911) ② ◆911  

(912) ① ◆912  

(913) ④ ◆913  

(914) ④ ◆914  

(915) ③ ◆915  

(916) ② ◆916  

(917) ④ ◆917  

(918) ① ◆918  

(919) ③ ◆919  

(920) ② ◆920  

(921) ① ◆921  



(922) ② ◆922  

(923) ④ ◆923  

(924) ④ ◆924  

(925) ② ◆925  

(926) ① ◆926  

(927) ② ◆927  

(928) ② ◆928  

(929) ② ◆929  

(930) ① ◆930  

(931) ④ ◆931  

(932) ③ ◆932  

(933) ② ◆933  

(934) ① ◆934  

(935) ③ ◆935  

(936) ④ ◆936  

(937) ① ◆937  

(938) ② ◆938  

(939) ② ◆939  

(940) ④ ◆940  

(941) ③ ◆941  

(942) ② ◆942  

(943) ② ◆943  

(944) ② ◆944  

(945) ① ◆945  

(946) ③ ◆946  

(947) ④ ◆947  

(948) ③ ◆948  

(949) ② ◆949  

(950) ③ ◆950  

(951) ② ◆951  

(952) ① ◆952  

(953) ② ◆953  

(954) ④ ◆954  



(955) ① ◆955  

(956) ② ◆956  

(957) ④ ◆957  

(958) ④ ◆958  

(959) ② ◆959  

(960) ④ ◆960  

(961) ① ◆961  

(962) ③ ◆962  

(963) ③ ◆963  

(964) ② ◆964  

(965) ④ ◆965  

(966) ① ◆966  

(967) ② ◆967  

(968) ④ ◆968  

(969) ③ ◆969  

(970) ④ ◆970  

(971) ② ◆971  

(972) ① ◆972  

(973) ① ◆973  

(974) ③ ◆974  

(975) ② ◆975  

(976) ① ◆976  

(977) ④ ◆977  

(978) ② ◆978  

(979) ① ◆979  

(980) ② ◆980  

(981) ③ ◆981  

(982) ① ◆982  

(983) ④ ◆983  

(984) ② ◆984  

(985) ④ ◆985  

(986) ① ◆986  

(987) ③ ◆987  



(988) ① ◆988  

(989) ④ ◆989  

(990) ② ◆990  

(991) ① ◆991  

(992) ④ ◆992  

(993) ② ◆993  

(994) ① ◆994  

(995) ③ ◆995  

(996) ② ◆996  

(997) ④ ◆997  

(998) ④ ◆998  

(999) ③ ◆999  

(1000) ① ◆1000  

(1001) ④ ◆1001  

(1002) ② ◆1002  

(1003) ④ ◆1003  

(1004) ① ◆1004  

(1005) ④ ◆1005  

(1006) ② ◆1006  

(1007) ③ ◆1007  

(1008) ③ ◆1008  

(1009) ① ◆1009  

(1010) ③ ◆1010  

(1011) ③ ◆1011  

(1012) ① ◆1012  

(1013) ③ ◆1013  

(1014) ② ◆1014  

(1015) ③ ◆1015  

(1016) ③ ◆1016  

(1017) ③ ◆1017  

(1018) ① ◆1018  

(1019) ③ ◆1019  

(1020) ④ ◆1020  



(1021) ② ◆1021  

(1022) ① ◆1022  

(1023) ① ◆1023  

(1024) ④ ◆1024  

(1025) ① ◆1025  

(1026) ① ◆1026  

(1027) ① ◆1027  

(1028) ④ ◆1028  

(1029) ② ◆1029  

(1030) ② ◆1030  

(1031) ③ ◆1031  

(1032) ④ ◆1032  

(1033) ① ◆1033  

(1034) ③ ◆1034  

(1035) ④ ◆1035  

(1036) ② ◆1036  

(1037) ① ◆1037  

(1038) ③ ◆1038  

(1039) ④ ◆1039  

(1040) ④ ◆1040  

(1041) ① ◆1041  

(1042) ② ◆1042  

(1043) ② ◆1043  

(1044) ④ ◆1044  

(1045) ③ ◆1045  

(1046) ③ ◆1046  

(1047) ④ ◆1047  

(1048) ④ ◆1048  

(1049) ④ ◆1049  

(1050) ④ ◆1050  

(1051) ③ ◆1051  

(1052) ② ◆1052  

(1053) ④ ◆1053  



(1054) ③ ◆1054  

(1055) ① ◆1055  

(1056) ③ ◆1056  

(1057) ③ ◆1057  

(1058) ② ◆1058  

(1059) ④ ◆1059  

(1060) ① ◆1060  

(1061) ① ◆1061  

(1062) ④ ◆1062  

(1063) ④ ◆1063  

(1064) ① ◆1064  

(1065) ② ◆1065  

(1066) ② ◆1066  


